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Editor's Note:

Two important cases ths..aissed in the following articles were awaiting

decision by the Supreme Court at the time of the Center for Civil Rights'

Conference on March 21 and 22, 1974. The Supreme Court has now an-

nounced its decision in both cases. In__DeFunis r. Odegaard, 416 U.S. 312

(1974), the Court held that the ease was moot and, therefore, reached no

decision on the issue of whether the University of Washington could consti-

tutionally take the rate or national origin of minority applicants into account

in determining admission to law st.hool. In Milliken V. Bradley, S

94 S. Ct. 3112, (1974), the Court, in a 5-to-4 decision rejected a metropolitan

school desegregation plan for Detroit and its subtirbs. Although the Court's

majority found no justification in the facts of the case for a remedy crossing

school district lines, it did not rule out such a remedy entirely. A metropoli-

tan remedy might be appropriate, in the Court's view, if school district lines

had been drawn or manipulated to segregate students or if illegal segregation

within one district had had a substantial impact on neighboring districts
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Foreword

On N10, I 7. I454. IIre tipreine Court aluminised its !mita'', deosion in
Brown 1-. Board of rehteanot In the ts%errt, turntiltous ears N1114,e that 11).

the deet;I011 has he,ottie not , Ay a 1411dI11alk In the JeSelopnielit 01 Anteti-
4:all juristauderke but also .i leadarg low: in all aspeets tit ota nation's ti.,ent
sodal deselopment. Brie drAried that separate ethiatiorkit hiellities ha
minorities were inherently tal.:grial, It. saki:qui:lit Jeosions, the Court slum.})
b strak down &alter at,pc,ts of the Jun C row apatheid wludi Jrarasterr/e'
so mush tit AmerhAn life. Br.olin% mip.k.i. litmeter. goes beyond Iasi. I
issues. it has biought alit a: III,C igalli those pa..11.1111et's of fundamental fights
and equalit) embodied at the Fourteenth Amendment. It has seised. and
,oltarnires to sent:. as du: foundation tai otif quest tut equal lustie in Ili,:

Untied States,.

On Nlarsh 21 and 22. 114-4. the Notre Dame Center for Civil Rights
,ondiited a twoda) ..thfcr,:rise to ....traneinoi,te tin: 1,st:ran:tit antinetNat
of the /Iron,: desisron. This sontererise. entitled Brortor i, 11..ard ..f Lehner
non Re alit troth on the (*.win:tang Challenge. ..i,J,,, thk lost in .1 series of
annual ..onfetemeN the Center will solidus t oil an rsstie ..i issues ..if ,011011 to
the .nil rights mosement The Center. established 111 Itr.3 11, a grant from
the Ford Foundation. is .1 resour,e for researh on ,rstl rights Inston. It
analyses urreilt snit rights Isai Mid IllakC%1C,0111111end.ittotts, to inc :1 ,on.
temporar .1 11 rights problems. Th.: centet is .1I .* a leNotito: lot 4:11,atois
and %,:holars at the 1,:rmersity.

In part the Center's first ..onterense looked to the past to toiled on the
startiso,13,14:% .alltorniding the Je,osi..fi alld tilt: IstNts.1, of its implementation.
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But for the gleatei Nit, the ...will:unto: looked to the present and to the
future to ...inside: how best to meet the ontinuing diallenge of providing
equal educational opportunity to all.

The first day of the tniferen..e ..onmsted of presentations by individuals
who had played nupoltant rules in the Supteme Coutes ..onsideration of
Bron I. Board of Hu Lanson twenty years ago. As a young attorney for the
NAACP Legal Defense and Lduation lurid. the nonviable Constana Baker
Nhitley. now Laded States Distru,r judge for the Southern Distria of New
York. participated in preparing the briefs tiled in the Brown .:Jse. Judge
Mot 1...y thsi.usses the NAACP sliategies. the trap,. effeas of the Supreme
Cowes det,ision to requite only tuadual implementation of its desree, and the
Jinuois lung dried teleSalire of the de..isivu tot the lush onsenti Awns of
bias's in New York f ity and tithe: inapt metropolitan aikas. Phineas
onrently ..'upset to a S Lonalintee of the !louse of Reptesentanses Com
miner on Goveniment Opt. owns. tiled J brief in Brown on behalf, of the
Ameman Veteians Committee. 'Its aiti.le sons:diets the svoal and legal his
tors building up to Brown, the use of Brown to .'like dowit segregation in
othei aleas of AilletiJii life. and the relevaiwc of Brown to major issues
Mole the Supreme Gino at the time of the ...lacy:me. Louis L Redding.
all attorney hodi De:await:. slid Joseph B. Robison. Duetor of
the Commission on 'Av.. S..11 AsAlson and Urban Ana us of the Amensan
Jewish Cont.:less. present paiti.ulanted views on the Brown deu.lon. Mr.
Redding. who represented blak Delaware .hilthen to a ....wanton .ase to
Brow,. dt,.usses his personal awoke:neat in the ..ase as the first hhij AIM
nee in that state. Joseph B. Robison. who tiled a brief in BA hehalt
the Anteman Jewish Congiess. pays 1,1:16.0141 attetat, to the ielanorwIng
between the s.ase aid its gt 'dual implementation. and our eftoits t.. 4..Inoc_..
integrated housing.

The seuond day of the ..ontereme -ono:Muted on i.ontemptary
Ilona! issues. The panel .4 distaiguist!ed ..oninitnitatoi, was 4.o:tiptoed of Jose
A. t. abranes. Adnumstiatoi .4 the Waslungton Oftise the Commonwealth
.'t Rio,, the lionsitable Rn.liaid G. Hat,:hei. May sit of Gary. Indiana.
Dasid L. hops Pkifessoi at the Crusersity oi California at Berkeley. Ruby G.
Mai tin. ounscl to the Committee on the DIsttn.l (.4 Columbia of the House
of Represent: noes. Vilna S. NI:lime/. Crucial Counsel of the Mexu.an Amer

Legal Detense and 'du...Mow' I and. Gm) C11tie1.i. Resean.h Assooate
at the !hooking.. Institution. aiwl Bttari k. Landsbetg. Chia. Edusation
non .4 the (nil Right, DISisioli 01 the Department of Ju.ti.e. The panelist'
piesentanons as set tolth ai the following pages a Ilse!) inteNhange
on midi issues as busing, the .A.fititsulLg salidity of II:kVA:on JS a prelimi



Howard .1. Glickstein

Hunt goal in the sealsh for quality edusation and bilingual edusanon.
The addresses dehsered At the Confereike by the Honorable Arthur

Goldberg. tor mei Justke of the United States Supreme Court, and
the Rew:end Theodore M. liesbuigh. C.S.C.. President of the University of
S;otre Dame a...! Chairman of the United States Collinnsaa011 on Civil
Rights. ale also ine.luded here. Justese Goldberg discusses the Lyn,sism of the
Watergate era and its eftest on the siva rights mosement. Ile urges us to
wallum our seenimainent to the prmaples enunt.Iated in Brown and to
reestahl.sh the basis steal:lions that have been threatened by 6011trO-
Netsies °ser quotas and ielaied issues. Justice Goldberg also expresses Ins hope
that the Supreme Coati A1B unite. as it did in the Warren era, to insure that
we continue to progress towaesi equal Justice for all. Father liesburgh dis
tu'ses another aspest of the Br itor desiston and the rights movement
Its unpin-tat:or to white An eil..aiis. lie >q10 that in u pluralism. .so..lety all of
us. white, brown and Mask, are damaged if we 1.1%e Iii rasial isoLtion. lie urges
white Amerkans tot tcalwe the great iienetits they hate feseised from the 6i1.11
rights mosement and he pull, forward to ae,11.0. Browns promise of equally.

The Center fen Ctsil Rights was greatly assisted by the efforts of many
indisiduals ui piep.mng tot this Fast

to
Conference and the publisation

of Its In°4-eeditqs- %013,1 like to thank nt Part4.0131 ,Vahan Wright
Leielpiad. Dues tor of the Childten's Defense Fund. M. Carl I lolman. President
of the National l :ban C (salmon. Gra;.e Glilaiet. Dire,.tolof the Institute for
Se rat Research and Deselopment at he I. ;masa>, of Netts, N1exie.o. Ohar
Garsi.parscra. Chairman of Alma of New York. Inc.. William L. Taylor.
Duestor of the t. elite! toi N.Monal Mkt KOWA all of Whom serve as
nrenrhell. 01 the Nationa; Ashasoly Coons,' of the Center for Cm! Rights and
Profess, ts liautts X Bey tag!, ot the None Wine LIW &hoot. Then efforts as
moderators and speakers gwatly enriJied the konferense, In addition, a
spo.ial tribute due to the dedisuled 01 the Center and the many
persons asso.iated with the L niseirsity with worked so tirelessly to insure the

susses. of flee sow-etc:1,e. Finally. we v.old like to express our appreciation
;o Meyer S inherg. Ldlii inh 4.7,1 /Jut atp,n. and Gertrude Martin. Its
Managing Leloor. Then patient cols lt, and sopetation haw made possible
the publkation .4 these Iwo,.

flowerd *S. Ciickstein
threstr of the Center for Cm! Rights
Notre Dante, Indiara
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Implications of Brown

Phineas Indriez:

We assemble today, almost twenty years after the United Sups Supreme
Court's decisions in the Public School Segregation Cases, to reflect on their
place in history and to meditate on their consequences and future.

Those decisions declared that racial segregation in public schools violate
the Equal Protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment (in the states)'
and the Due Process clause of the Fifth Amendment (in the federal territory
of the District of Columbia)? They were hailed throughout the world as a
victory for human freedom and equality. That, indeed; was true. They clearly
told the country that the "separate but equal" doctrinewhich since 1896
had been the legal fiction used to justify governmentally-imposed/racial segre:
gationwas no longer viable in the courts.

But these decision did not stand alone. They were the culmination of
four developments which had been going on for some time in the world,.in
our country, and in the courts:

World War f1 and the horrors of Hitler's racism had profoundly sharp-
ened America's insight intohe evils of race discrimination. Large numbers of
citizen soldiers found that racial segregation made no sense when facing the
enemy, in the mud and the foxholes, or in the battles at sea. They returned
with a keener awareness of the similarity between our racism at home and the
evils they fought against in that global war.

The hurts and degradation which legally enforced racism imposed on
both whites and Negroes and on our entire country were being analyzed in a
series of monumental studies which 'ere widely publicized. Some of these
were:

13



Implications of Brown

Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma, The Negro Problem and ,Modern
Dethocraer (1944);

Report of the 1 -air Lmploy went Practices Committee (1946);
President Truman's June 29, 1947 speech at the Lincoln Men4lial, 93

Cong. Rec. A-3505;
Repo( To Secure Ihese Rights") of President Truman's Committee on

Civil Rights (1947);
Report ("Segregation in Washington") by the privately sponsored National

Conmuttee on Segregation in the Nation's Capital (1948),
Report ("1reedom to Serve") by President Truman's Committee on Equal-

ity of Treatment and Opportunity in the Armed Services, under the
chairmanship of Judge Charles Fahy (1950).

The half dozen years following the end of WOrld War II bad seen a
remarkable dropping of racial barriers throughout the cour9ry in the South

as well as the North -except where those barriers were specifically required

by law.
These changes occurred in public and private schools and colleges, in

public accommodations such as libranep, theaters, department stores, bus

terminals, hotels, playgrounds, hospitals, golf Courses, swimming pools,
restaurants and airports, in associations of doctors, nurses, edul-rators, lawyers,

scientists and others, in councils and/boards of religious bodies; in profes-
sional and collegiate athletics, in convert halls and on the stage.

Every where the old order of exclusion and segregation was giving -way to
acceptance on merit rather than skin color. These changes did not occur
easily or automatically. Often they came only after great controversy and
travail. But the proved that desegregation works that after the initial con-
troversy, desegktatrun results in less rather than more violence that the
abolition of racial banters improves the community and reduces the burden
on the dignity and spirit of all people, white, black, pink or brown.

In almost every instance of such desegregation, the very fact of the
struggle and the accomplishment laid the groundwork for desegregation in
other instances.

Finally legal research by civil rights attorneys had begun to assemble the
tacts, arguments and precedents showing that the foundations for the "sepa-
rate but equal" doctrine were quite inconsistent with many Supreme Court

decisions that had repudiated racial segregation in various facets of our
national life. These included.

Housing and Lind Occupancy
Buchanan t; Marley, 245 U.S. 60 (1917)
Shelley E. Kraemer and Mud r. Hodge, 334T,S. 1, 24 (1948)

Employment
Yiek Wo r, Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356 (1886)
Steele r. Louisville & .Vashi -ille R. Co., 323 U.S 192 (1944)

Education
thswitri er rel, Gaines r. Canada, 305 U.S.,33 )38)
Srpttel c. Board of Regents, 332 U.S. 631 (19 4.)
Weatt v. Painter, 339 U.S, 629 (1950)

14
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Phineas Indritz

Mc Laurin P. Oklahoma State Regents, 339 U.S. 637 (1950)
Transportation

Mitchell v. United States, 313 U.S. 80 (1941)
Henderson v. United States, 339 U.S. 816 (1950)
Railroad Co. v. Brown, 84 U.S (17 Wall.) 445 (1873)

Jury'Service
Strauder v. West Virginia, 100 U.S. 303 (1880)
Virginia v. Rives, 100 U.S. 313 (1880)
Ex parte Virginia 100 U.S. 339 (1880)
Cassell v. Texas, 339 U.S. 282 (1950)

in all of these bases, the person claiming violation of his or her constitu-
tional right could attain it only if there were no segregation. in each of
these cases the Supreme Court ruled that he or she was entitled to the
constitutional right and could not be deprived of it under the guise of racial
"separation".

By 1950, the legal foundation fur the grand assault on the "separate but
equal" doctrine had been fully established by four major Supreme Court
decisions which, though. ,..ou,..hed in the language of "disaimination", ha:d
defined the issue in a w.,11141 Letimindted every effusive distinction between
disaimination and- segregation, and made segregation a form of unconstitu-
tional discilmination. These were:

1. The evisceration of modl result-me housing t-ovenants in 1948 by
Shelley v. Kraemer.

2. Sweatt v. Painter, where TexaS created a separate law school for
Sweatt in response to his effort to enroll in the University of
Texas Law Sdiool. But the Supreme Court, did not simply corn-._
pare the physical facilities of the two schools to ascertain the
claimed "equality". "What is more important," the-Court empha-
sized, are the "qualities which are int-apable of objet-tive measure-
ment," such as "standing in the community, traditions and
prestige" and the factors of "isolation" and "academic vacuum,
removed from the interplay of ideas and the exchange of views"
with the dominant majority.'

3. in McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents, the University of Okla-
homa admitted Nit-Laurin to its graduate school and eventually let
luin use "the same classroom, library and cafeteria as students of
other races." The University insisted only on assigning him to a
seat or a table designated for "colored" students.' The Supreme
Court ruled that setting McLaurin "apart front the other stu-
dents" would "impair and inhibit his ability to study, to engage in
discussions and exhange views with other students", and hence
was unconstitutionaLs

4. In Henderson v. United States, the Supreme Court ruled that the

3
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Implications of Brown

Interstate Commerce, Act's prohibition against "undue or unrea-
sonable ... disadvantage" (which the Court interpreted in light of
the 14th Amendment's Equal Protection Clause) was violated
when the Southern Railway segregated Elmer Henderson at the
end table behind a green curtain in the r'ailroad's dining car.

It is true that the Court's Sweatt, .11cLauritz and Henderson opinions said
that it did not "need" to "reach petitioner's ,..ontention that Plessy i.
Ferguson should be reexamined m the light of c.untempurary knowledge
respeding the purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment and The effects of
racial segregation."6 But the Court's insisterKe on the individual's "personal
and present" right to the "same treatment", regardless uf race, in the ontext
of the intangible and psydiulogn.al fadurs involved in those Lases, demon-
strated that the Plessy dud rine had come to the brink of its grave,

I believe it is fair to say that without these fq,undation stone-S: 11'1e results
uf the 1954 Pubh S..huol Segregation Cases would have been very different.

There are several reasons why the 1954 decisions were far more dramati,..
than -the-earlier decisions:

The earlier rulings tended to be stated in terms of "disdimmation"
without dearly Eking the truth that separation enforced by law
can never provide equality and always results in unequal facilities for
minority peoples.

The earlier rulings geneially applied to a few persons. At that time,
few Negroes served on juries, went to law or other graduate schools, or
ate in railroad dining ars. fhe 1954 rulings, however, involved elemen-
tary, junior and senior high schools, and the press created a nation-wide
awareness that the deLasions would affect virtually all the public
st,hools in the South and border states with their hundreds of thou-
sands of pupils and the emotions and fears of millions of parents and
other relatives:

The importane of the bases was emphasized by the fact the the
Supreme Court, itter hearing argument in 1952, set the c.ases for rear-
gument on five questions m the 195.1 Term, .ind after its M-ay 17,1954
decisions, ordered another re-argument on the form of the decrees

before issuing them in 1955: This pruedure heightened national
interest and suspense In a manner not ego. , until the Court\ recent
decisions In the abortion cases."

The Court underscored the imporiame u, fillings by issuing a
111IdIIIInooN opinion remarkable for its darn!, and sunpLity which the
entire country 1/4.0u1d readily understand. The Brown opinion squarely
stated that it was direded against the principle uf racial segregation

4
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1 .

itself, "even though the physical facilities and other 'tangible' factors
maY be equal".9 Whatever doubt remained as to the Court's intention
to destroy the "separate but equal" doctrine was dissipated the follow-
ing Monday, when the Court decided six more cases involving under-
graduate university and college education," golf courses," public
honsing,' 2 and a municipal amphitheatre.I1 In three of these cases, the
Court denied petitions for certiorari where the lower courts had ruled
against racial segregation. In the other three cases, where the lower
courts had upheld racial distinctions, the Court granted the petitions
and remanded the cases for reconsideration in light.of the Public School
Segregation decisions of May 17

The 1954 decisions greatly accelerated the crumbling of the walls of
racial segregation. They cataly zed a nationwide reexamination, reevaluation,.
modification and abandonment of the previous legal and traditional patterns
of segregation by race. In many instances the changes occurred rapidly, with
voluntary acceptance, In other instances, the change was much slower, as the
defenders of segregation fought to maintain the status quo or to capitalize on
the "deliberate" rather than the "speed" in the Court's 1955 formula of
"Atli all deliberate speed", They resorted to every obstructive and delaying
tactic that ingenious, determined and stubborn enemies of freedom could
devise including "massive resistance", "interposition", gerrymandering of
school boundaries, violence and other extra-legal pressures, legislative investi-
gations, persecution of civil rights orgaizations, closing of schools and other
public hEilities to avoid desegregation, community inertia, ,drawn out

litigation. and misuse of public funds to finance other devices to evade or
delay integration.

The 1954 decisions did not end de facto segregation. But by knocking
out the "separate but equarunderpmning of gc;verninentally enforced racial
segregation, they set the stage for a fundamental revolution in our laws and, .

social patterns. Previously we had to tight against laws requiring racial dis-
el'untnatu4n, The 1954 decisions enabled us to turn our attention to the
enactment and 7.4iforceinent of laws prohibiting racial discrimination.14

The 1954 de ,ions were thus the foundation stones for the Civil Rights
Acts of 1957, 1960, 1964, 1965, 1968 and 1972. On this foundation, the
'minimum on Civil Rights. established by the 1957 Act, developed the data
nd published the report which laid the essential groundwork for a steady
tream of legislative and administrative efforts to end racial discrimination in
tIr nation. These Civil Rights laws gave life to the Fifteenth Amendment's

prolubmun against race discrimination in voting, and prohibited discrinuna-
Uon to places of public accommodation and in the expenditure of public,

5



imp/wart:0ns of Brown

funds in housing, ss.hools, hospitals, and many other areas of community
activity, and established the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to
Luster tiondisaitninatiop in employ went. These laws and the resulting court
decisions have firmly set our nation's policy on the road toward the eventual-
end of racism.

The jourtie) over the past twenty years has not been easy, nor has it
been as fast or as sus.s.essful as we had hoped, or as it ought to have been. We
are still figluing the battles of widespread disainunat ion in employment. The
rixent efforts to ena,1 anti-busing legislation in Congress, both in the Educa-
tion bill and in the Lneigy Ernergeiky bill, sharply remind us that the battle
against raually dis,..riminatory legislation is still too inudi with us.

Nor have we yet ,..unipleted the ..onstitutional battles over the place of
rat.e in our national life. Every Term of Court has ;een new Judicial decisions
refining the .issues arid t le extent of iudik.ial remedy against ,ice discrim-
ination:

Ntissegenation Laws
Loring r. Virginia, 388 U.S. I (1967);

Reitman r. :ShilkeA 387 U.S 369 (1967);
Jones,v. Alfred II, Slaver Co., 392 U.S. 409 (1968),
Hunter v. Erickson, 93 U.S. 385 (1969);
Traffuante r Metro tan Life insurance Co., 409 U.S. 205 (1972);

Recreational 1 acilities
Sullivan r, Little Hunan ,Park, 396 U.S. 229 (1969);
Tillman r, Wheaton 1laren Recreation Association, 410 U.S. 431

Schools 731;Sch
Griffin e. Prince Edward School Board, 377 U.S. 218 (1964),
Green v. County School Board, 391 U.S. 43011968);
Raney r. Board of'Educatioh. 391 U.S. 443 (1968);

Montgomery County Board o! Education, 395 U S. 225 (1969),
rlbwrider I. Holmes Count) Board of-Education, 396 U.S. 19 (1969),
Vorthcross r. Memphis School Board, 397 U.S. 232 (1970);
Swami 1,, CharlotteMeklenhing Count) Board of Education. 402 U.S.
.

1(1971);
Wrrghr r.-Countil of Einporic, 407 U.S. 45 I (1972);
U.S. v. Scotland .Neck Board of Education, 407 U.S. 484 (1972).

Most of these decisions have helped, strengthen the principle enunuated
78 years ago by the first Mr. Just4 I larlan'in his iiiimortal dissent in Plessy v.
Ferguson.' c ... Our Constitution is_volor-blind, and neither knows nor
tolerates ,,lasses among wizens.. In tespes.t iitsavil rights, all ,Atizens are equal
before the law,"

It is regrettable that a iew deusions have run winter to that trend, such
as Evans r. Abney, 16 and Moosel,odge No. 107 P. Irvis.1 7

Two sets of uses are now pending before the Supreme Court which test
the direction in which we are now travelling.

In the Detroit SO:001 the pupils in the arty schools are seventy-
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tive percent black, while in the suriounding suburban schools the pupils are
over ninety -eight percent white. The lower court,, ruled that the school dis-
tricts, as subordinate units of the state which has basic responsibility for
public, education compatible with the Constitiition, must (end the school
segregation on a metropolitan basis and across ,the existing schoOl district
lines, rather than only within the City of Detroit.

The U.S. Justice Department argues, as it did in Richinond, Virginia
school case, on which the Supreme Couit divided *-1 last year," that
remedies for unconstitutional school segregation may `extend bey and the
bouridanes of a single school district only if, and to the Tent-that, unconsti-
tutional 'acts of segregation have directly altered or subsyttially affected the
racial composition of schools in more than one school disqict.

It seems to me that the state has responsibility for; providing unsegre-
gated public education,2° that school Istocts arc subordinate agencies of the
state, and that if racial segregation occurs in a metropolitan area, the state has
the responsibility to alter its school boundary lines, or to make other appro.
priate arrangements to terminate the racial segregation. A more difficult ease
would be.one involving school distrkts across state lines, such as the District
of Colum!ma whose pupil population, is largely black and is surrounded by
Virginia and Maryland with largely white pupil populations.

The case of DeFunis i. Odegaard, 2 I is much more difficult. May a State
agency use race as the basis foi discriminating in favor of persons of minority
groups and against a person of the majority group, by rejecting the applica-
tion for admission into a state law school of a person of the majority group
while admitting persons of minority groups with lesser qualifications?

In this case, the University of Washington Law S-11001 received 1,601
applications for admission to 150 openings. It divided the applicants into two
groups one consisting of black Americans, Chicano Anlencans, American
.Indians and Philippine Americans. The other group consisted of all others
whites, Chinese, Japanese or other Asian Americans, foreigners, etc. Their
qualifications were compared separately. Forty -four minority applicants were
accepted, thirty -eight of whom apparently scored less un the Predicted First-

Year Average formula used by the law school than did DeFunis, a white
applicant who was not accepted. (Of the forty-four minority applicants
accepted, eighteen actually enrolled.) DeFunis sued, claiming he was denied;
admittance to law school solely on.tht basis of racial discrinunation.

The case has become the-forum for a major conflict among those of us
-dedicated to the advancement of cavil rights. Long-established (fiends and
allies in the civil rights struggle are arrayed on opposite sides, each making
extrenie arguments.
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Implications of Brown
..-.

One side contenas that it is constitutionally requiredor at least permis-
sible on a "voluntary" basis, to give preference, on the basis of race, to

persons of minority groups at the expense of those not from a minority
group. The other side maintains that the Constitution prohibits a state agency

from using race as the sole basis for giving p eferred treatment to some
persons over others.

Both sides apparently agree on the propriety of "affirmative action"

which assists disadvantaged students in overcoming.cultural or economic

handicaps, which seeks to recruit in areas and institutions where minority
students are present, ur which provides special educational preparation to the

scholastically handicapped, both before and during school attendance
Those who support the university say that the Court's decisions against

race as a constitutional criterion must be read in light of the fact that most of

them involved actions discriminating against blacks or other minorities, and
hence did not invalidate using race as a criterion for benefiting them. On the

other hand, the Supreme Court has said that rules of selection must be based

on qualifications without regard to race, religion, sex or national origin, and
without "discriminatory preference for any groups, minority or majority","
and must be "fair and racially iieutral".

Those who support the university also argue that the state must discrim

mate on the basis of race in order to rectify past discriminations against

minority groups. On the other hand, those who oppose the university point

out:
that there is no evidence that the university discriminated in the

past;
that the percentage qf.its minority students is about the same as the

percentage of such,ruiriorities in the Pacific Northwest;
that the burden of the discrimination falls on individuals who did

not themselves discriminate and who, in fact, may ,themselves be

relatively disadvantaged;
that the university's criterion of race was based on the assumption'

that all persons of the minority groups suffered actual cultural or

economic deprivation and the university made,no effort to ascertain

whether that was true for the particular individuals;
that, such assumption reinforces invidious stereotypes that all Per-

sons of the minority groups are inferior and unqualified.

This case poses a particularly sensitive problem for the Court. A broadly

phrased opinion, either way, could have disastrous consequences. On the one

hand, it might hinder the desegregation process in higher education and in

employment under the affirmative remedial measures required by the federal
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government. On the other hand, to establish race as a Lonstitutionally per-
missible crite,ica for judging individual merit may in the long run reestablish
much of tie color-line spirit of PI 'csy P. Ferguson, and make the individual
less merito ious than his or her ancestry.

lronicplly, this case does not require the Court to venture into this
dilemma, Since at leas( fifty-five other "majority" persons were ahead of
DeFunis on the waiting list, it is questionable whether he would have been
reached even if none of the eighteen minority persons had been admitted.
Furthermore, this case is virtually moot. It is not a class action or suit to
enjoin future use of the challenged procedure, but involves only DeFunis,
who was admitted after he filed the suit and will graduate in June 1974.

Whatever the Court does, I hope it will avoid the pitfalls ofan overbroad
ruling, while continuing to advance the promise of Brown v. Broad of
Education.

1" Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (May 17, 1954).
2- Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497.(May 17, 1954).3-

339-U.S. at-634.
4- 339 U.S. at 640.s-

Ibid. at 641.
6 339 U.S. at 631; 339 U.S. at 638; 339 U.S. at 826.
7- 349 U.S. 294 (1955).
8- Roe v. Wade. 410 U.S. 113 (1973), Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S. 179 (1973).
9- 347 U.S. at 493.

10- State of Florida ex rel. Hawkins v. Board of Control, 347 U.S. 971 (Florida);
Tureaud v. Board of Supervisors, 347 U.S. 971 (Louisiana), ft/whim Falls Jr. Col-lege v. Battle, 347 U.S. 974 (Texas).

11- Holcombe v. Beal, 347 U.S. 974 (Texas).
12- Housing Authority of San Francisco v.'Banks. 347 U.S. 974 (California).
13- Muir v. Louisville Park Theatrical Association, 347 U.S. 971.(KentuckY).
14- District of Columbia v. John R. Thompson Co., 346 U.S. 100 (1953).
15- 163 U.S. 537, 559 (1896).
16- 396 U.S. 435 (1970).
17- 407 U.S. 163 (1972).
18- Milliken P. Bradley, N. 73434, Allen Park Public Schools District v. Bradley, No.

7'3.435, The Grosse Pointe Public School System t. Bradley, No. 73.436.
19- Bradley v. School Board'of City of qtchinond, VA, 338 F. Supp. 67, reversed 462

F. 2d 1058 (CA 4), affirmed by equally divided/Court sub nom. School Board of
City ofRichinond v. State Board of Education, 412 U.S. 92 (1973).

29- Brown, 347 U.S. 483, 493 (1954) which said that "education is perhaps the most
important function of state and local governments," and San Antonio Independent
School District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. I, 35.37 (1973) which said that education is
not "a fundamental right or liberty" entitled to constitutional protection.

21- No.73-235.
22- Griggs v. DUke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 431 (1971).
23- McDonnell DouglarCorp. v. Green. 411 U,S. 792, 801 (1973).
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Twenty Years Later...

Constance Baker Motley

)1(
When the Supreme Court announced its decision in 1954 barring state-

enforced racial segregation in education that was only one part of its historic
decision. The more difficult second part was yet to come. In that May 17,
1954 decision the Court directed counsel for both sides to submit new briefs
in answer'to questions 4 and 5. These questions dealt with the type of relief to
which petitioners would be entitled. The five cases ,were also set down for
further arguments as to these questions.' As far as counsel for petitioners
were concerned that directive fell on a stunned, physically and mentally
exhausted crew of so-called civil rights lawyers.

The five cases, which are collectively referred to here as Brown, were
first argued before the Supreme Court in December 1952. On June 8, 1953,
after initial argumentS; the' Court had set the cases down for reargument. In
an order issued at that time the Court propounded to counsel five multi-part
questions. Three of the questions dealt with substantiVe constitutional issues
and twO-dealt with the type of relief to be afforded should the petitioners
prevail.2 We-all'had the feeling then that we were about to embark upon
moinentous times.

Follo*ing the June 8, 1953 order, National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People (NAACP) Legal Defense Fund (LDF) lawyers
operated on a seven-day work week schedule. Months of research, confer-
ences, and debate involving historians, socio:ogists, legal scholars and lawyers
culminated in the memorable 235-page brief and appendix filed in September
1953. We, therefore; found the 1954 order for further briefs and arguments
after two prior briefs and arguments incredible.
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I left the victory party in our New York City offices on the evening of
May 17, 1954 to fill a speaking engagement a day or so later in Selma,
Alabama. Walter White, then Executive Secretary of the NAACP, had become
ill and was unable to keep the scheduled speaking engagement in Selma fie

asked me to go in his place. Upon arrival in Selma, I was shocked to find no

rejoicing there, nut even discussion. The center of Negro intellectual life in
that black-belt county Was a small Negro college struggling for existence in

the midst of what I had come to.know as rural southern poverty. I have no
present recollection of what I said to the overflow crowd in that little church
that Sunday afternoon_ I do have the feeling, however, that whatever I said
must have fallen on deaf ears. The march from Selma to Montgomery to
enforce the long recognized right of blacks to vote came a decade later.

When I returned to New York work had already begun on the new
mandate. Up to this historical juncture we never really had to confront the

harsh realities of a post-Brown era, We could no longer be ambivalent about
the crucial question of whether we wanted the Court simply to order the

immediate admission of the named petitioners or whether we wanted broader

Mass relief, We had, of course, discussed these questions at great length, but

ihe post-Brown era was now here, Previously in 1950, after four years of
Mort, we had succeeded in gaining the admission of a few black students to
the Univevaties of Texas and Oklahoma on the graduate and professional

school level.' This took place without disruption or violence, despite predic-

tions to the contrary. But we and the nation had had no real experience with

large scale desegregation efforts in the field of education.
In the 235-page brief on the first reargument of Brom: in December

1953, in answer to questions 4 and 5, we had argued that the Fourteenth
Amendment requires that a decree be entered directing that petitioners be

admitted forthwith to public schools as the Court had ruled in he Texas,and

Oklahoma cases. In those cases the Court's rationale had been that constito:
Donal rights are personal and present and therefore could not be postponed in

the interest ot _permitting the state time to make necessary adjustments.
Manifestly, those cases were distinguishable in an equity context. At the

graduate and professional school level southern states had not set up a dual

network of graduate and professional facilities for blacks. The number of
blacks seeking advanced degrees was minimal. The out-of-state scholarship

program, held unconstitutional iii the Gaines case in 193g. had been devised

to circumvent the state's obligation in this respect.4 Citation of these grad-

uate and professional school cases, therefore, did not help the court in its
perplexing task.

Moreover, the ( our! JI1UA have found our "forthwith" argument ambig-
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uutis in view of the t.apton whit.li preceded it in whit.li we said. "After
t,areful t.onsideration of all of the lat.turs involved in transition from segre-
gated s.houl systems to unsegregated sk.houl systems, appellants know of no

reasons ur t.onsiderations whit would warrant postponement of the enforce-

ment of appellants' rights by this Court in the exercise of its equity
powers."' In other words, un the one hand, we talked of the "transition"
from "segregated sdioul systems" to "unsegregated st.huol systetns" in the
t.aption and, un the other hand, we argued thereunder that the relief sought
was the immediate admission of appellants. The immediate adinission of
appellants alone would nutliave resulted in the suggested transition. The dual
school system would have remained intact.

Question nu. 4 whit.li the Court wanted answered again read as follows

Assuming it is decided that segregation in public schools

violates the Fourteenth Amendment
(a) would a decree necessarily follow providing that, within

the limits set by normal geographic school districting,
Negro_children should forthwith be admitted to schools
of their choice, or

(b) may this Court, in the exercise of its equity powers,
permit an effective gradual adjustment to be brought
about from existing segregated systems to a system not

based on color distinctions?
This time in answer to question nu. 4 we said, in esserke, that the stbool

authorities must still admit petitipners forthwith but t.uuld be given until
September 1955 to winplete "prerequisite administrative and met.hankal
prot.edures" net.esvary to admit "The 1. umplainIng Jiildren and others similarly
situated." We did nut emphasize normal geographic. distrit.ting bet.ause even
then we were haunted by the spet.tei of housing segregation in the cities. We
were essentially idealists. We had visions most of the time of a .few black
Juldren st.attered among many white pupils in eat.li Jassruum, the way those
of us who were reared in New England remembered it.

Question no. 5 whidi the Court wanted us to answer anew read:
On the assumption on whit h questions 4(a) and (b) are based,
and assuming further that f us Court will exercise its equity
powers to the end described in question 4(b),

(a) should this Court formulate detailed decrees in these
eases;

(b) if so what specific issues should the decrees reach;

(c) should this Court appoint a special master to hear evi-
dence with a view to recommending specific terms for
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such decrees;

(d) should this Court remand to the Courts of first instance
with directionsto frame decrees in these cases, and if so,
what general directions should the decrees of this Court
include and what procedures should the courts of first
instance follow in arriving at the specific terms of more
detailed decrees?

In answer to question no. 5, we argued that if the Court should- .allow an
"effective gradual adjustment" from segregated sLhuol systems to systems not
based on color distinctions, it should not formulate detailed decrees but
should remand the cases to the Courts of first instanceewith specific direc-
tions to complete desegregation by a day certain.' We also suggested an
outside limit of September I, 1956 in answer to question 5.8 This would have
set an outside limit of more than two 'years after the May 171954 decision.
We further urged that a decision granting the school authorities before the
Court time "should be so framed that no other state maintaining such a
system is lulled into a period of inaction and induced to merely await suit on
the assumption that it will then be granted the same period of time after such
suit is instituted."' Here we appeared to be reaching, in effect, for rebel in
suits not ye,t instituted, but the constitutional limitations of due process were
readily apparent. What we really wanted was some sta,ternent from the ,Court
to the effect that it hoped the rest of the south would accept its depsion as
the law of the land and avoid a multiplicity of similar suits.

Much to our surprise, on the second reargument in the Fall of 1954 the
Court requestedus to file still another brief solely on the class action aspect
of these cases, i.e the extent of the class and the effect of a decree on
members of the class not before the Court. We, of course, argued that mem-
bers of the class not before the Court were entitled to the same relief as the
named petitioners. This additional biief was required beLatise the respondent
school authorities had argued that in soLolled spurious federal Joss actions of
the type brought in the Brown cases relief could 1,r Aforded only to those
petitioners actually before the court. In soLalled true class actions in the
federal courts all members of the class were bound by the judgment and
therefore entitled to relief whether present or nut. This was a transparent
attempt to limit the impact of Brown to the few remaining named peti-
tioners. The cases had been pending so long that some of the petittotIrs had
already finished school. We defined the class in that particular brief/ as all
those attending and qualified to attend school in the particular school system
before the court) 0 7,e Court agreed. On the surface this.class relief argu-
ment again appeared inconsistent with our original forthwith stance as to the
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named petitioners, bu\t this was nut neeessanly su. The Court could have
udered the named petitioners admitted forthwith and ordered unnamed
members of the Mass admitted within the 'outer time limit of September 1956
which we had suggested. This would be Circuit Judge Putter Stewart's solu-
tion in 1956 in a similar ease in I lillsboro, Olnu.11 Ilowever, I cannot recall
whether this was argued in the Brown ease.

Although we vigorously denounced the pulley of gradualism in the briefs
we submitted, we privately feared that that path was inevitable as far as
implementation of Brow: was concerned. In September 1953, before the
Court's '54 decision, the Topeka. Kansas School Board had adopted a resolu-
tion to the efteet that its schools would be desegregated as rapidly as practic-

able. At the time of the second reargument, only fifteen percent of the 700
Negro elementary sehoo iildren out of a total elementary school population
of 8500 had been admitted to w isle .sehool, in Topeka. There segregation had

not even been esmipelled by the state, it was simply permitted in the elemen-

tary schools and only in city school districts. Topeka was at the opposite end

of the spectrum with relation to ..01111111111ltICs like Clarendon County. South
Carolina and Prince Edward County, Virginia where ,egregation was compul-
-wry and black pupils gieatly outnumbered white pupils in the public school

population.
As noted, it was all too dear even in 1954 that there were severe limits

to the judicial process. The courts were simply without power to enforce
their decrees against determined official opposition. But we never dared to
speak of the probable need for federal troops to enforce !ie Supreme Court's

decision in answer to the south's prediction of massive resistance. Our hope

after the second reargument was simply that the court would not formally

substitute the philosophy of gradualism, for the discarded doctrine of separate
but equal. The phrase "with all deliberate speed" was indeed unfamiliar

but, at the same time, its Xja in quality was inescapable. It required no
crystal ball to discern that gradualism had a new name and the South had a
license for delay. As the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals said a. few years

later:12

111 is, we tlank, quite generally recognized that a solution
to the problem of effecting desegregation will in most instances

have to conic through a series of progressive, transitional steps.
And the Brown decisions appear to permit of the handling of a

situation in this manner, provided the school district engages in
making a "reasonable start toward full compliance" and con tin
ues to move forward with "all deliberate speed."

That then unfamiliar phrase ushered in the era of tokenism. Pupil assign-
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ment and grade-a-year plans suggested by the federal government in its
amicus curiae brief on the first reargument were devices by which tokenism
was effected. Gradually, arid:with agonizing frustration, a few more black
students were admitted to all-white schools. It soon became apparent that we
would have to force a broader implementation of Brown.

We than became "disestablishmentarians"." We commenced framing
complaints in school desegregation_cases-in which we requested in our prayers
for relief the "disestablishMent" of the dual school systems and the merging
of these separate entities into a unitary system. We argued that Brown im-
posed on school officials operating dual school systems an affirmative duty to
take action to merge the iwo systems, and that Brown was not. simply a
prohibition against denying a black student who might apply admission to a
white school. This argument fell on some other deaf ears.

Urging that black teachers be assigned to white schools as a part of the
teaching of Brown redefined our goals for a bewildered black community
which still wonde4L1 what would happen to black schools. On the other
hand, this broader approach probably increased resistance to Brown in those
white communities viewed black teachers as inferior.

Most southerners bad undoubtedly come to believe in 1959; when we
first advocated "disestablishmentarianism", that the worst result one could
expect from the Supreme Court's decision was some blacks in school with
whites. And the majority of the white population in the rest of the country
probably hoped we would accept this new Lumpromise of constitutional
rights, especially after federal troops had to be sent into Little Rock to
enforce the right of a few black children to enter the high school there.

This narrow view of the impact of Brown had also settled, upon a large
part of the black community which found the price of desegregation too
high. For example, schools in Little Rock had been closed for a time, the
University of Georgia had also been temporarily closed in a back-breaking
effort to secure the admission of two students, all schools in Prince Edward
County had been closed and remained closed for a dei.ade, the best black
teachers were being assigned to whitetscbools, the best black students were
being admitted to white colleges, and the best black pupils were being as-
signed under pupil assignment to white si.hools. This more restricted view of'
Brown thus became a major roadblock to wider implementation.

We lawyers had also accepted the fact that in the deep south the need for
getting started was paramount. 'Desegregation had gone forward in the Dis-
trict of Columbil,Pelaware, Kansas and some other bolder states, but every-
one knew where the real problem was. We were so anxious to get on with the
business of desegregation in the deep south by 1958 that we abandoned the
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Clarendon County, South Carolina and Prince Edward County, Virginia suits,
two of the original cases argued with Brown, until urban communities with
'predominantly white school populations had been desegregated. We did this
because black pupils outnumbered white pupils by about 7.1 in those
counties. A suit was filed in Atlanta pursuant to this strategy in 1958, fol-
lowed by the filing or pushing of suits previously filed in other major south-
ern cities.

Our best laid plans for speeding desegregation were derailed, however,
not only by the unfamiliar phrase with which we had to deal but by the
confluence of many other foreseen and unforeseen events. As blacks began
marching to the beat of a different drummer, the south could not believe its
ears. It retaliated with massive resistance to school desegregation -as promised.,
We had been forewarned of massive resistance in the deep south, but we did
not know when or where it would strike or what form it would take.

We did not realize, for example, that by pushing for desegregation on the
college level in Alabama and by supporting the Montgomery bus boycott in
1956 we would bring on retaliatory action from state authorities which
would have the effect of barring the NAACP from operating in Alabama for
years. Alabama invoked its foreign corporations law and demanded the mem-
bership list. Other states instituted legislative investigations of the NAACP
and the LDF.

Antiquated legal concepts such as barratry, ,,hamperty and maintenance
were resurrected and reenacted into law in Virginia in an attempt to castrate
the' legal effort whit:h culminated in the Brown det.ision and to prevent its,
implementation and expansion into other areas of the publit, life. These
terms, aimed at t.ontrolling the condua of lawyers as well as laymen, em-
bodied prohibitions against stirring up litigation, financing of law suits, and
"ambulance chasing". .

Plaintiffs and prospective plaintiffs in st.houl desegregation bases were
visited with economic reprisals. Others were frightened off by the mere pros-
pect of such reprisals. Negro teat.hers and printApals, an important segment-uf
the economic life line of the black .ommunities, were threatened with
retrenchment.

We had not anticipated that the black l.orn mun ty in Montgomery,
Alabama would spontaneously strike out un its own desegregation program in
1956 and spark the antisegregation revolution in the black t.ornmunity for
which Brown had provided the momentum. We had annopated bringing suits
in the deep south after Brown to desegregate other publit, faulities but our
sainted Rosa Parks "jumped the gun." The suit, filed in 1955, for admission
of two Negro women to the University of Alabama, had been prubeeding
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pea..efully until then. Suddenly, massive resistarkt emerged with some more
unfamiliar phrases "nullification and interposition" as well as threats of
violence and official outbursts of defiance of the Courts.

The lack of strong support for the Brown decision on the part of the
Executive Branch of the national government 110954- and the y ears,immed-
lately thereafter not only fed ambivalence about the correctness of the deci-
sion, but also emboldened southern governors and state legislators., An
avalanche of antiBrown statutes had to be declared unconstitutional. Our
case load was mounting. Big money was hard to come by.

The Interim( Revenue Service was persuaded in 1956 that the NAACP
should divest itself of the formidable tax exempt Legal Defense Fund lest
that tax exemption be taken away. This was &highly sophisticated body blow

.tu the organization and its legal arm, inflicted by the national government. It
frightened the leadership, led to internal organizational strife which greatly
weakened both organizations, wrecked all plans for building black and white
community support and for an orderly, coordinated progression of school
desegregation lawsuits and lawsuits in other areas. ,

As a separate entity, the NAACP later, but perhaps prematurely, as some
have claimed, carried the fight to de facto segregated school systems in the
north and pressed for an even broader construction of Brown which had not
been argued in those cases by counsel for petitioners. Brown had concerned
itself only with state-enforced segregation and .iot with segregation resulting
from residential patterns. The problem was, however, if the NAACP had not
responded to the demancl:foi action in de facto segregated school situations
in the north, some other organization would have done so. One of the things
we had learned by 1965, when these northern school bases got under way,
was that we lawyers could not control the course of history. Our role was
simply to represent those who demanded a...tioft by the state. Moreover there
were many sauol situations in the north resulting from school board action
and the action of other public officals which were dearly within the con-
templation of Brown.

The Freedom Riders ignited the flames of massive resistance in

Mississippi. That offlual resistance collided head-on with our efforts to gain
the admission of a single Negro to the University of Mississippi. Although we
had been preparing the suit for months, when I walked into friendly Judge
Mize's court room in the Federal District Court in Jackson a few days after
the Freedom Riders had arrived, he remarked to me that we had picked the
wrung time to file any such suit. Ile had remembered me from 1949 when.
Judge Robert L. Carter and I tiled suit to equalize Negro tea..hers' salaries in
JaAsuri. We were perhaps the first black lawyers Mississippi had seen in court
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sinLe reLonstruLtion. The admission of James Meredith to the University of
Mississippi Lost the federal government millions of .dollars. When I received an
invitation a year or so ago from lilack law studentiTat thrUniversity to speak
at the law school, although I could not go to see for myself how the univer-
sity had changed, I had long sinLe concluded that the price of Meredith's
admission was right:

When the Freedom Riders and sit-inners moved to center stage in 1960,
all school desegregation suits in the south were virtually abandoned by our
small, overworked LDF staff to take on a new and equally difficult legal
battle. Plessy v. Ferguson,' 4 the ease which upheld separate but equal rail-
road cars, had to be overruled. The _Owl Rights Cases of 1883,15 which held
the Civil Rights Act of 1875 unconstitutional, had to be reargued. The 1875
At had been designed to secure the rights of blacks in privately owned places
of public accommodation. Injunctions against Martin Luther King from
Albany, 'Georgia in 1962 to Selma, Alabama in 1965 had to be vacated. The
hundreds of jailed Freedom Riders and sit-inners also had to be defended
agair0 local prosecutions.

Ilirmingham was awash with violence when our second suit to desegre
gate the University of Alabama was filed in 1963, the first having failed. A
Federal District Court,promptly ordered the admission of two students.
George Wallace carried out his threat, made in ,..onneaion with the pending
Birmingham Publi. School desegregation suit, to stand in the sdioul house
door, when the two blaLk students were escorted to the university by federal
marshals. Bull Connor, Chief of Pollee in Birmingham, had already turned his
water hose and his dogs on marching blacks. During the Birmingham cam-
paign we LDF lawyers used to Liach that 7.00 p.m. flight from Newark to
Birmingham so often that the stewardess once said to us, "rail live in

Birmingham or New York?"
When Medgar Evers was killed in Jackson that summer, I gave Mississippi

up "for dead." I had been there 22 times on the University of Mississippi case
alone and so I figured my nine lives had run out. I shall never forget that trip
from Jackson to the Federal Court [louse in Meridian during the Meredith
case. We were on our way to the Court House to file a contempt of court
a.tion against the Governor of Mississippi who had oiled for massive resis-
tance on the part of every Mississippi official. Medgar was driving as he had
done so often. I sat beside him in the front seat. My secretary and James
Meredith sat in the baa. When we Lame to a familiar stretch of road running
through a deserted wooded area Medgar said, "Don't turn around now, but
we are being followed by istate trouper." James Meredith'sadinission to the
University of Mississippi Lust the blaLk Lummunity Medgar Evers's life.
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Twenty Years Later

By the time we got back to more than 100 pending school desegregation
cases in 1%5, the Brown decision was well on its way to being effectively
overruled by the in-migration of blacks to the decay ing central cities and the
out-migration of whites to new suburban communities. When we filed suit to
desegregate the public schools in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1958, for example, the
school population was about forty percent black and sixty percent white.
Today, the school population of Atlanta is about eighty percent black.
Atlanta now has a black superintendent of schools and a black mayor. Thus,
while everytlung else in the public life of Atlanta is desegregated twenty years
after Brown, the schools are not. In New York City whites are now con-
sidered a minority in the school system.

In the deep south no school board came forward with a,plan of its own
to desegregate its schools. A law suit had to be brought in virtually every
instance if any movement toward desegregation was to be expected. Most
black parents remained fearful for the safety and emotional well being of
their children and black teachers continued to see only job losses for their
ranks. Relief from the impwsible task of trying to carry a nation -wide load of
school desegregation suits came for the hard pressed LDF lawyers in the form
of congressional authorization for justice department sponsored school deseg-
regation suits by the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Of course, executive action
with respect to the bringing of lawsuits is wholly dependent un the domestic
policy of the current administration but this monumental piece of legislation
meant that the national congress had one again assumed its responsibility to
enact legislation to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment.

The years have indeed gone by. It is now twenty years after the Supreme
Court said segregation of Negro children in the public schools generates "A
feeling of inferiority" in them "as to their status in the community that may
affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone." In the
massive de facto segregated school systems in urban America today children
of the "black is beautiful" era view picture's in their black studies classes of
black members/sitting un the Supreme Court, in the halls of Congress, in the
President's cabinet, and at posts in all levels of federal, state and local govern-
ment. The status of blacks in the national community since Brown has
changed visibly. To the extent that opportunities for blacks to move into the
mainstream increase, Brown is implementei. Moreover, television, which
seems to have as much impact as elementary schools un the minds of young
children, now portrays blacks as people who use the same toothpaste as their
white counterparts, eat the same cereals, and buy the same patent medicils.
It seems that today Brown has little practical relevance to central city blacks.s.

Its psychological and legal relevance has already made an impact. Central city
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blacks seem more concerned now with the political and economic power
accruing from the new black concentrations than they do with busing to
effect school desegregation. The diltimma for these bla ks is real. It is diver-
sified. but there is, now a new national black community with pride m itself
and its accomplishments.

In addition it appears that it may be meaningless to talk about feelings of
inferiority to a black youth in the central city where blacks no longer con-
sider themselves inferior to whites and no longer believe that any institution
which is all white is necessarily good and ought to be integrated. Brown has
been a second Emancipation Proclamation in that it has freed blacks from
their own feelings of inferiority and absolved the white leadership class of its
feelings of guilt. Thus, the rationale for Brown may have slipped away. It may
need a new rationale that goes something like this. Segregation is bad because
the only way blacks can get an equal education is to go where the money is.

We conceded in the Bniwn cases that the facilities provided black chil-
dren were equal to those provided white children. We did this because we
sought to eliminate any possibility for another decision based upon separate
but` equal. We wanted the Court to rule squarely on the issue of segregation
itself. There had been enough cases like the Texas and Oklahoma cases based
upon a finding that equal facilities had not been provided for blacks. We also
had the feeling (as a result of this seizes of cases which began in 1930 with the
admission of Donald Murray to the law school of the University of Maryland
pursuant to an order of the highest court of that state)" that the time had
come for black Americans to claim Charles Sumner's legacy.'' Our conces-
sion has been construed, it seems, as a prohibition against looking anew at the
physical equality issue in all black central city schools.

Consequently, for the future, it appears there are two very difficult legal
problems ahead stemming from Brown. One is that posed by the quality of
education afforded the black pour in segregated inner city schools. The other
is that presented by the presence of a new black middle class seeking "repara-
tions" when it comes to admission to higher, ,educational facilities and to job
opportunities in the school system's upper echelons.

In retrospect, it is difficult now to say whether desegregation of the
public schools would-have progressed more rapidly if the Supreme Court had
adopted petitioners' view of the type of relief to which they were entitled
and had never invoked the phrase with all deliberate speed". What can be
said with some certainty is that without Brown there would not have been a

rights revolution.
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Twenty Years Later

Brown v, Board of Education of Topeka, 347 U.S. 483 (1954). The Court said
"Because ,these are Llass actions, because of the wide applicability of this deci-

sion, and because of the great variety local conditions, the formulation of decrees
in these Lases presents problems of considerable complexity. On reargument, the
Lonsideration of appropriate relief was necessarily subordinated to the primary
question- the Lonstitutionality of segregation in publit. education. We have now
announced that such segregation Is a denial of the equal protection of the taws. In
order that we may have the full assistance of the parties in formulating decrees, the
Lases will be restored to the docket, and the parties are requested to present further
argument on Questions 4 and 5 previously propounded by the Court for the reargu-
ment this Term. The Attorney General of the United States is again invited to
partiopate. The Attorneys General of the states requiring or permitting segregation
in public education will also be permitted to appear as amid curiae upon request to
do so by September IS, 1954, and submission of briefs by October 1, 1954."

2- Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, 345 U.S. 972 (1953). The five questions
read as follows:

"Each of these Lases is ordered restored to the docket and is assigned for
reargument on Monday, October 12, next. In their briefs and on oral argument
Luunsel are requested to discuss particularly the following questions insofar as they
are relevant to the respective cases:

I, What evidence is there that the Congress which submitted and the State
legislatures and conventions which ratified the Fourteenth' Amendment con-
templated or did not contemplate, understood or did not understand, that it
would abolish segregation in public schools?

2,11 neither the Congress in submitting nor the States in ratifying the Four-
teenth Amendment, understood- that compliance with it-would require the
immediate abolition of segregation in public schools, was it nevertheless the
understanding of the framers of the Amendment
(a) ;hat future Congresses might in the exercise of their power under sec-

tion 5. of the Amendment, abolish such-segregation, or
(b) that it would be within the judicial power, in light of future conditions,

to construe the Amendment as abolishing such segregation of its own
force?

3. On the assumption that the answers to questions 2 (a) and (b) do not dispose
of the issue, is it within the judicial power, in construing the Amendment, to
abolish segregation in public schools?

4. Assuming it is decided that segregation in public schools violates the Four-
teenth Amendment
(a) would a decree necessarily follow providing that, within the limits set by,

normal geographic school districting, Negro children should forthwith
b,e admitted to schools of their choice, or

(b) may this Court, in the exercise of its equity powers, permit an effective
gradual adjustment to be brought about from existing segregated sys-
tems to a system not based on color distinctions?

5.0n the assumption on which questions 4. (a) and (b) are based, and assuming
further that this Court will exercise its equity powers to the end described in
question 4 (V),
(a) should this Court 'formulate detailed decrees in these cases;
(b) its° what specific issues should the decrees reach;
(c) should this Court appoint a special master to hear evidence with a view

to recommending specific terms for such decrees;
(1) should this Court remand to the courts of first instance with directions

to frame decrees in these cases, and if so, what general directions should
the decrees of this Court include and what procedures should the courts
of first instance follow in arriving at the specific terms of more detailed
decrees?

The Attorney General of the United States is invited to take part in
the oral argument and to file an additional brief if he so desires."

3- Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1950), McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents
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339 U.S. 637 (195,0); Sipuel v. Board of Regents, 332 U.S. 631 11948).4-
Missouri ex rel.-Gaines v. Canada, 305 U.S. 337 (1938).5- At page 190.

6- At page 10,-;- At page 24. \
3- At page 29. \

At page 2.to- At page 4.
Clemons v. Board of Education of Hillsboro, 228 1 .2d 853 (6th Cir.) cert. den. 350
U.S. 1006 (1956).

12- Dove tiParharn. 282 F.2d 256, 259 (8th Cir. 1960).13-

14-
163 U.S. 537 (1896).

It appears that the first time a court used the word "disestablish" with reference to
the requirements of Brown was in Parham v. Dove, 271 F.2d 132, 138 (8th Cir.
19,59). There the court said:

"The lack of any affirmative plan or action to disestablish the segregation
status which had unconstitutionally been set up in the District, other than as the
Board might be called upon to deal under the provisions of the 1956 or the 1959
Act with sonic individual application for assignment to another school, would per-
haps not measure up to the-legal and moral responsibility resting on a Board under
the expression and holding of the Brown casses.'

IS- 109 U.S. 3 (1883).
16- Pearson, et al. v. Murray, 182 A. 590 (Ct. of Appeals, Md. 1936).i7-

Charles Sumner argued the case of Roberts v. City of Boston, 5 Cush. (Mass.) 198
(1849), in which he sought to secure the admission of black pupils in Boston's
public school system to white schools long before the adoption of the Fourteenth
Amendment. fie was later a Massachusetts Senator and the leader in the Congress
with respect to post-Civil War Amendments and civil rights legisIdtion designed to
enforce those amendments.
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Delaware's Contribution to Brown
1,

Louis L. Redding

I am somewhat embarrassed at being included in this panel which is
composed almost entirely of experts in the broad field of civil rights and civil
liberties, because I am not an expert in constitutional law nor am I an expert
in that narrower division of constitutional law which might be called civil
rights and civil liberties. I am just a pedestrian, journeyman lawyer who
happens to have been practicing in a state where the necessities of the situa-
tion made me participate in civil rights activities.

But one does not have to be deeply versed in constitutional law to feel
the kind of urge that, black lawyers all over the United States sometimes feel
which impels them into this kind of activity. I think that perhaps one of the
leading exponents of involvement was a man who in my youth was certainly a
mentor of mine through his Writings, Dr. W. E. B. DuBois. When I was a child
as NAACP members, we took in our home The Crisis, the organ of that
organization, of which he was the editor. My parents bought his books, and I
grew up on, the kind of social philosophy that Dr. DuBois espoused. I remem-
ber among other things a description that he gave of the status of black
people in this country, and he said (and he said this just about a year after
Plessey v, Ferguson): "They do not share, speaking of black people, the full
national life because there has always existed in America a conviction varying
in intensity but always widespread that people of Negro blood should not be
admitted into the gro.up life of the nation, no matter what their condition
might be."

So prevalent was this conviction of the propriety of the exclusion of
blacks from normal participation in ,ommunity life in the state in which I
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was admitted to the bar, that, at the time of my admission, racial discrimina-
tion had been challenged in the courts in only one case-, that of Neal r.
Delaware. In this case which went to the United States Supreme Court that

court reversed the conviction of a Negro. who had been sentenced to be
hanged, and reversed that conviction on the grounds that Negroes had been

excluded from the Grand Jury which indicted the defendant.
In many areas of community life in that state there were positive consti-

tutional or statutory provisions imposing discrimination in public education

at all levels, in places of public accommodation, such as inns, restaurants,
theatres, in public carriers. 1 should, I suppose, for the sake of accuracy,

acknowledge that although legislation permitted segregation in public carriers

It had never actually been practiced. Legislation commanded racial) segrega-

tion in public and in private hospitals, and though they received public sub-
sidy, they followed the practice of racial segiegation. There was racial segrega-
tion in seating in courtrooms, and in those same courtrooms blacks were

rarely, if ever, addressed by the normal terms of civil respect, "Mr." or "Mrs."

It was also notorious that differential punishment (unfavorable to. blacks) was

meted out to whites convicted of crimes victimizing blacks, and to blacks
convicted of offences against whites. There was segregation in jail. In employ-

ment, blacks were relegated to the physically most arduous and most
unattractive work. And the appointment of a black to the most menial job in

state or county or municipal government was a noteworthy event. As I look

back upon that dreary picture of segregation in all aspects of community life,

the only redeeming feature I can remember is that the so-called Public

Library,it was called a Public Library but it was privately endowed was the

one institution in all of community life that I can think of where there was
never any sign of racial segregation. And that, I can assure you, was the one
place where many black youths like myself, growing up in the community,

spent much of their time.

Desegregating the University of Delaware

It was against this kind of community background twenty-five years ago

that a score of students from what was originally called rather quaintly the

"State College for Colored Students" sought to apply for admittance to the
undergraduate college of the University of Delaware. They were denied appli-

cation forms by the administrative staff so they simply wrote letters of
application to the state university. All their applications were rejected. On

their behalf I wrote a letter to the President of the Board of Trustees of the

university. It detailed in foul pages deficiencies at the black state-supported

college, deficiencies the accrediting association had documented and as a
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result of which had denied accreditation to the black college. It was, of
course: this lack of accreditation that had motivated this group Of black
youths to seek admission to the state university. My letter, addressed to the
President of the Board of Trustees, asked that he call a special riieeting of the
Board of Trustees to act upon these requests for admittance,. After a few
days, l' received his reply to my four-page letterfour lines 'typed on the
letterhead of the law firm that he had established after a ten-year stint as a
federal judge. (Ile was able to retire with full salary and reap the benefit of
the kind of corporate practice that Delaware affords a great many lawyers.)
Well, this President of the Board of Trustees sent me this four line letter in
whiCh he indicated that in his own gwjd time he would call a special meeting
of the Board of Trustees. So I wrote back and said in effect, "Look, Sir, I
didn't write to you in your_capacity as a private citizen,t1 wrote to you as
President of the Board of Trustees of the state university, a state agency, and
will you please respond to my letter as the president of a state agency should
respond'"' lie did send another letter, quite promptly, in which he stated that
he was calling a special; meeting of the Board of Trustees of the university to
act upon these appl!cations.

It would be a very interesting thing if you knew the state, or if I could
give you the picture of the kind of people who made up the Board of
Trustees. The composition of the Board of Trustees of the state university of
course was provided-for by state law. a certain number were appointed by the
Governor, there were certain ex officio members, such as the Superinteri)dent
of the State Department of Public Instruction; and the President Of the
university. These membep then appointed, other members of the board, and
of course. the other members were usually the very wealthy. Perhaps you
know -flie name "duPont". There were about four members of the duPont
family on the board; the Chancellor of our State Court of Chancery was a
member of the board; the Chief Justice of the State Supreme Court was a
member of the board. Well, they held their special meeting, and I got a letter
frqm them which said something like this. "... Because the applicants do not
come within the description of applicants to this university as provided in a
certain resolution of the Board of Trustees, they are denied admission to the
university."

Almost immediately we tiled an action in our Court of Chancery, and
Delaware may be the last remaining state which has a separate court of
equity, presided over by a judge called "Chancellor." This action that we
filed, prior to the decision in Brown v. Board of Education, was based on two
legal theories, the first that racial segregation in and of itself violated the
equal, protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. And we fell back on
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an alternative theory, in the event racial segregation was not held violative of

the Constitution. The alternative theory was that the facilities at the black

college were inferior in quality to the facilities of the state university. Among

other approaches, we used a number of experts in an attempt to establish that

the facilities at the black colleges were inferior to those of the state univer-

sity. After a somewhat lengthy trial, requiring a week or more, the Chancellor

rendered a decision. lie stated that, considering phor decisions of the United

States Supreme Court he could not declare segregation in and of itself viola-

tive of, the Constitution. I [owever, he decided in favor of the black applicants

on the narrow ground that the facilities were unequal; and ordered the imme-

diate admission of the young people who had applied for admission. That

decision was rendered in August, 1950.

Soon after events in the state caused the 'filing of two other cases in the

Court of Chancery, and these cases became part of the case decided on May

17, 1954, Brown v. Board ofEducation of Topeka.

School Cases in Delaware

In a small rural community called I lockessm, Delaware, where the Dela-,,

ware hills begin to verge into southeastern Pennsylvania, an elderly cotiple

had adopted a little girl. On wintry mornings the mother wthched as a school

bus passed her home transporting white children to the "white" elementary

school in the village. There was no bus to carry black children to the

"colored" school although en route to the "white" school the bus with white

pupils did pass the "colored" school. One' morning the elderly mother ap-

proached the bus driver and requested him to stop for her sixyear old daugh-

ter and to leave her at the "colored" school, which he passed on the way lo

the "white" school. The "colored" school was about two miles from the

home of this child. The bus driver told the mother that his 'Ins was for white

children and therefore he could not carry her child. Successively the mother

wrote to the school principal, to. the State Superintendent of Education, and

to the governor of the state. But all replied, in substance, that the bus was

for pupils at the white school and not for pupils attending the black school.

Finally the mother came to Wilmington to talk to a lawyer, and she

showed him copies of her letters seeking to get her child on the bus and the

replies. What the mother indicated to the lawyer was that she wanted her

daughter' to ride to, the "colored" school on the school bus because she

believed that some part of the taxes that she and her husband paid contri-

buted to the purchase of that school bus.

What the lawyer told the mother was that he would not be interested in

trying toget her child on that bus merely to ride to the "colored" school, but
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that if she were interested in having her duld ride the sdioul bus with the
white children to attend the s,houl to which they went, he would undertake
to see if that ,ould be ak.omplished. Well, it was a marvellous thing to
watch it was a wonderful thing to wat,h this mother's amazement at the
proposal that she attempt, through a lawsuit, to get her Add into the segre-
gated "white" school. And finally she agreed.

About the same time, in another 1., ommunity in Delaivare, parents of
pupils of high s,hool age had be,ume on,erned that their children uuld not
go to the high s,houl in the ,ommunity m which they lived but had to take
pub'', transportation into the uty of Wilmington vvhubh was about eight miles
away, to go to the only bla,k high shoul maintained in the ,ounty. They
went to the same lawyer, and simultaneoulsy these two suits were. filed, one
to gain admittan,e to the -"white" elementary s,houl, and one to gain admit-
tance to the "white" high school.

Again, as in the ,ollege base, we sought to have the Chan,ellor debate
segregation, in and of itself, violative of the equal prote,tion anise of the
Fourteenth Amendment. Again, however, the Chanallor said he was power-
less to 4 so be,ause preadents of the United States Supreme Court pre-
,luded him from so de,iding. flowerer, he did de,lare that he believed the
separate-but-equal dut.trineshould be reje,ted and that su,h reje,tion must
cone from the highest court in the land,

Two year after the Chan,ellor's deusion of April I, 1952, these Dela-
ware saoul bases which I have des,ribed, with similar ,ases from Kansas,
South Carolina and Virginia and a separate ,ase from the Distri,t of Colum
bia, were deoded by the Supreme Court in the histori, event whi,h we mark
today.
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dini_Reforms

. Joseph B. Robison

1 I am taking the,liberty_of guing.babk a little bit beyond, Brown to begin
my remarks, today,,.. to an event that took, place just about the time that i
started'to work for the Amman JeWish Congress 11.1 1946. During that year
there had been a new wave of lynbhings in the south apd the government,
underTresident Truman, re-spunded, as the government sq often responds, by
appointing a bummission. Called the President's Committee on Civil Rights, it
was headed by an industrialist, Charles E. Wilson, President of the General
Electiic Company. Nobody expected anything to come of it.

The committee deliberated for nearly a year and a half and finally came
put with Its report, entitled, "To Sebum These Rights." It was really a
shocker and signalled a significant bhange in the nature of the civil rights
,movement in this country.

Everybody had expected the bommittee to borne out for propaganda
and fur brotherhood and so forth Instead, its report condemned segregation
without reservation and .demanded. legislation, short, really sweeping
changes in the whole appruabh to civil rights. It was the sort of thing that the
civil rights organizations, whibh then were a very small group, had been
demanding all along.

Unfortunately, the report met the fate that government commission
I:ports usually meet. In fact, I 11,...k there is a very interesting phenomenon
that operates generally with respect to bummissions. They are almost always
more liberal than the b,omniunity as a whole. No matter how they are consti
tuted, nu matter what kind of balanbi, g of ,unserrative and liberal forces is
attempted, they virtually always borne out with a liberal report. This is
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be,ause when they wally look at the faas, they find that that is what is really
required. Unfortunately, the report is usually too liberal for the L,ountry to
adopt. For example, iie drug abuse ,ummission ,ame out with a demand for
vast Jianges in the laws on that subjea, yet its proposals have been pretty
well ignored in the years since.

Similarly, the rek.ornmendations of the President's Civil Rights Com-
mittee were riot adopted for years. Ultimately almost all of them were adop--
ted. As a matter of fa,t, one of the most signifi,ant was the re,ummendation
that there be a permanent Civil Rights Commission in the United States
government, and your president and the chairman of this meeting, Father
Ilesbufgh, served with distuktion on that ,oninussion. The segregation la`ws
have been Londenmed. There is a fair employ ment prat law, there is a
fair edu,atiun praaies law, and there is even a fair housing law, a national
fairmilousing law, which the President's Committee did not dare to re,om:
mend. That was just a little bit to much for them.

But following the pattar' n of wnimission re,ummendations generally,
these reforms were aZhieyed ten, fifteen, ur twenty years after they were
formulated, with the result that the problems to which they were addressed
had drAsin.ally ,hanged by the time the reforms went into effea, and instead
of thoynefornis we needed others.

suggest that this is a refle,tion of a problem in ourtsuaety, , a problem
with which lawyers and organized nib groups have to deal more effeL,tively
than they have in the past. I refer to the general studgin;ss of our denioaati,
system. It always takes ten ur fifteen years to put into effe,t the reforms that
we re,,ugnize as ne,essary. (As Judge Motley has just shown, it has taken
years to put into effe,t even the reforms required by the Supreme Court
deasion in the Brown base.) The result is that, by the time the refoinis go
into effea, the maims are different and we no longer fate the situation for
which the reforms were designed.

Title VI

F., example, one of the most important re, inmiendations of the presi-
dent's ,onimittee was Title VI. They did not ball it Title VI, but that is what
it is ,.aped now. I refer to Title VI of the Civil Rights Aa of 1964, whi,h bars
disjiniination in any operationfinarked by the gover31901.. ThirpiOvision
embodies a really obvious prinople, ri ple that should have been as-
sumed all along under our ,unstitolional system. Is it not ,.dear that, sine the,
Constitution bars disainunation by government agerkies, any agem,y that
gets money from the government may not discriminate? .

The president's ,uninuttee re,ummended in 1948 that this principle be
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enforced by statute. But it was not until 1964 that its .ebummendation was
finally put into effebt. It has been moderately effective. However, by 1964,
the operations finanbed by the federal gu'vernment, and finanbed in a highly
discriminatory fashion, had bebome 0 extensive that disbrumnation had
become a deeply entrenbhed part of our system and extremely difficult to
eradicate.

Perhaps the most signifibant example of this is in the field of housing
and your Amman was kind enough to mention that I have been involved in
that to some extent.

The first 'bills proposing fair housing legislation anywhere in the bountly
were introdubed in the New Yurk State Legislature in 1948. The first signifi-
cant one to be adopted was in New York City in 1956. The federal law was
not adopted until 1968. But 1948 was the brinbal tune. This was the period
immediately after World War II when the whole nature of the housing opera-
tions . this bountry was being bhanged. They were being rebast largely
by a man named William Levitt who was ,.rearing monster housing develop-
ments, starting with Levittown, example was being followed all over
the country.

If, at this critical time, Levitt and others treating that lynd of housing
development had been persuaded by argument or bompelled by law to adopt
the prmbiple of nondisbruiunation, the whole nature of our sublety would
have been bhanged. We would not have had the white suburban nooses
around our cities with the blabk bores in the ,,enter. Then we would have had
a society in whibh Brown ,..ould have been more effective, in whibh all the
reforms rebomthended ty the President's Committee buuld have been more
effective.

Unfortunately, we did not have the fortes to persuade nor did we have
the law to compel. Levitt adopted the "whites only" polls.), whibli had long
been the general rule in the housing industry and all the other monster
developments that were breat,1 about the same time followed suit. By the
time we got the fair housing laws into effebt, the white noose was already
there. Getting blabk families mts these large white developments bebame
extremely difficult. They did not want to go, for obvious leasons. Ilenbe, the
pattern has more or less stayed the same despite the adoption of fair housing
laws in a number of states prior to 1968 and, finally, the adoption of a

federal law in that year.
This is not a phenomenon limited to ,,evil rights. For example, the debt-

sions of the Supreme Court bunderuning legislative malapportionment tame
too late to save the bales. For years and years, the blues were under-
represented in Congress and in the state legislatures due to outrageous
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malapportionment. The Supreme Court finally gut around to ,..oridemning
that pra,ti,..e but by that time there had been a Massive shift to the suburbs
and legislative reapportionment benefited_ the suburbs rather than the ,.sties.

Certainly, :he problem is still with us. Consider the 1968 Report of the
Kerner Commission, dsurt uf modern day version of the Civil Rights Commit-
tee Repurt twenty years earlier. This was the ,..ommission that was estab-
lished under the ,hairmanship of former Governor Otto Kerner of Illinois
after the riots in 1967 and 1968. It ,..aine out with.' marvelous set of recom-
mendations, 81 of them, starting off with the neassity of reordering our
priorities and spending less on the military budget and more on domestic
affairs. Very fine rewinmendations. Very few of them have been adopted.
They may be adopted in the 80s but they were designed to ,..ure the prob-
lems of the 60s not those of the 80s.

The Effects of Brown

I am not by any means saying that the Brown deusion was useless or
that,it had no inipa,t, It was absolutely vital to all future progress. To begin
with, there Is no doubt that it pulled out the stopper on federal legislation.
There had been nu lights laws passed by the United States Congress since
the re,onstrii,..tion period. The Bruit,/ de,asion ,..aine in 1954. The first twen-
tieth L.eritury rights at i..aine in 1957. There was another in 1960, and
then the very broad unes of 1964 and 1968. These laws have ,..ertainly in-
,reased the partkapation of bla,ls north and south in all aspe,ts of our lives,
and vastly iikrased Negru voting in the south and pubh, offia holding as
vvell.

As one who is ,.lonely involved, I find that one of the most striking
dianges that took p1a,e after Brow, was a sharp rise in the level of public
awareness of the ,.soil rights issue. Prior to 1954, anybody involved in this
,Ktivity had to sweat blood to get a story twu Indies long on the back pages
of a newspaper. Maybe a lyn,..hing-iiiight make the front page, maybe the
presiden vs L.untinittee's report might be on the front page for a day or so.
But tiler was relatively little ,..overage of raa relations in this ,..ountry, in the
newspap.rs, in the magazines, and on the cur. &n, : May 1954 there has been
a acme: duos flood of material on Lavil rights. Th., issue is never off the front
pages o our newspapers fur lung. it figures tyie way or another in virtually
every p esidential ele,..tion and in most ,..ongressional ele,..tions. It arises in
some form or other in almost every session of Congress.

A totally different level of understanding has developed. Few question
now that we have a ra,..e problem orthat there is still a vast amount of
inequality, And there is at least some understanding of the fa,..t that we have
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to du something about it, although there is still serious resistance in the area
of action.

1 agree with ..Judge Motley that the decision of the Supreme Courtin
1955 to apply its 1954 anti segregation ruling on a gradual basis was, a
disaster. We cannot really know what would have happened if the Court had
said, "Do it now." Undoubtedly, there would have been an awful row but my
recollection of the period was that, in the months immediately following the
1954 decision, the white south was in a state of shock. Up to that time, it
had beeti taken for granted that, when the Supreme Court issued a dek-isiin,
you complied with it and they were prepared to comply with it. There
would have been resistance. But it would not have been organized in the way
it was after tly! 1955 ruling, which gave the southern governments ,it,hance
to reorganize and grid themselves for total war. It was a very seriou,s mistake.
think that it was done with good will but it was a lisaster.

The topic this morning is The Brown Decision. Refiecyons on the
Continuing Challenge. In view of the fast that this meeting is 'being held at a
law school, the speakers are all lawyers, and most of the audynce are lawyers
or law students, I presume that we are concerned primarily with the ,untinu-
ing challenge to us as lawyers.

No doubt, we will want to pat ourselves un the back for what has been
accomplished in the courts and in the legislatures. I question, however,
whether the legal profession as a whole is entitled to du that. We have to
reLugnize that it was the lawyers who put segregation into the statute books
in the first place and it was they who put the segregation decisions into the
law reports.

1 any reminded of a piece by the well-known humorist, Frank Sullivan,
partidying the typical radio family program. lie presented "The Jukes
Family," a "nut-quite-bright family of the lower lower class." At one point,
he has :via Jukes complaining that the farmei down the road iesented (with a
gun) their borrowing a few chickens "after the way we all pitched in
helped, the night his barn took fire." Pa responds that "we wa'n't doin' mor'n
our plain duty in helpin' put that fire out. Yuu know's well's I du, 'twas our
Buster set that barn afire," Bustei, of course, being the firebug of the family.
How proud 1. an we be as lawyers for what has been dune for equality in view
of the fact that we have really been undoing our own bad work?

Of course, the job ahead is not one for lawyers alone. We consistently
solve our plublems tuu late largely because we du not get enough guns to bear
on out targets. When the democratic system was originally adopted back In
the eighteenth century, it was the majority of the people who needed it. It
Wci) the majority of the people who were pour. It was the majority who were
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underprivileged, and were disdumnated against by the legal sy stein. Hence, it
was 'a neat and Ltfek,tive ..uuk,ept that, if you gave the people power to vote
and to k,ontrul the government, the majority would k_ure their ills pretty fast.
By and large, they did.

The trouble is that, today, the pour and underprivileged are a minority,
not only in the racial sense but also in the sense that the pour people do not
..onstitute an effe...tive working majority. Today, the majority of people are
relatively k_umfortable. They may be prepared to a..k,ept the fa...t that there is
inequality, that there is poverty, and that something should be done about it.
But there is no way of solving any of these problems that is not going to hurt
the majority to some extent. They will have to make some sak,nfice. The
sak,rifik,e may be only in the form of higher taxes, and this they view as bad
enough. But usually something more is demanded.

My experienk,e tells me that the majority is not likely to sak,rifke readily.
Hence, if reforms depend un majority ...onsent as they du under our system
we are not going to be able to akineve them unless we.persuade the majority
that thay are going to be a lot more unk,umfurtable if the reforms are not
made. In other words, we will have to persuade the majority, if only by
raising hell, that whatever prise they have to pay is worth the candle.

This is going to mean a guud deal more than legal at.tivity. The legal
tediniques are there and the lawyers are there. What we need is more in the
way of orgamzation, in the way of hellraising by every legitimate form of
protest. If we adneve that, and there have been signs that it may be achieved,
we ...an Jose the destructive time lapse between understanding what society
has to do and getting it done.
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Jose A. Cabranes

The discussion of Bruim v. Board of Education at this Lonferena has left
few aspeds of that deLson unexamined. Rut our work here would not be
complete if we adjourned without considering another perniwous form of
disaimination in education that flourishes in our sLhouls today virtually
untouched by the decision in Brown.

In Brown, the Supreme Court assumed the possibility that black schools
could be equal to those provided for white duldren with respeLt to pllyskal
plant, curriculum, faLulty and other tangible faLtors. The Court Londemned
the segregation of the faLilites not beLause they were different, but beLause
to separate children "of similar age and qualifications solely beLause of their
race generates a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the Lommunty that
may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone." In
fashioning its deLisiun, the Court reviewed suenLe materials indicating
the nature and extent of the detrimental mpaLt of separate education on
black children.

Racial segregation, the Court found, could instill a sense of inferiority in
black people that Lould affed ,its soLal and eLonomL relationships
throughout their lives.

The poisonous experiena of segregation in oursLhouls continues despite
Brown. Snubl segregation affeLts not only our various black Lommunites. It
also distorts the lives of thousands of Puerto Rkans, Chinese Americans,
Mexican Amerkans and other minority, group Lhildren who may attend
schools wind" are not only equal, 'but possibly the very same faolites at-
tended by white Lhildren. Nevertheless, they are systeinatally separated
from the educational opportunities provided'all other students.
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This widescread process of segregation and human deterioration is not
based on intelligence or capability to learn or even on race alone. It is based
primarily on an inability to understand the language uf instruction.

Language Segregation

Language segregation exists wherever a substantial number of children
who know little or nu English must attend public schools without the benefit
of adequate remedial programs in language skills.

Who are the non-English-speaking people of the United States at the
present time' Almost all are Chinese, Puerto Rican, Mexican Arnerican,
Filipino or native American. All of the groups currently suffering language
segregation are groups which may also be defined in terms of race and/or
national origin. Segregation based un language is rooted in racial or ethnic
discruninatiun but it is a form of segregation one degree removed from purely
racial discrimination.

In considering the effects uf linguistic discrimination, we might do well
to recall the approach of the Suprer,ie Court in Brown. As the Court exa-
mined the consequences uf iacial discrimination on black children in Brown,
we might explore the economic and social conditions of those who now
suffer from discriminatory practices related in substantial measure to lan-
guage.

Puerto Ricans form one of the largest groups of people victimized by
such practices and the one with which I am most familiar. There are approxi-
mately two million Puerto Ricans in the continental United States. As a
group, Puerto Ricans are the most severely deprived Americans in the cities of
this nation. -

Foi example, the 1970 census indicates that the median number of years
of schooling fur New York City's one million Puerto Ricans was. eight and
one half grades more than twu full grades below the level of the local black
population. Of all Puerto Ric.m adults over twenty-five only forty-four per-
cent had received more than an eighth grade education (compared to 66.8
percent for New York City's black population). A mere twenty percent had
'graduated front high school (compared to forty -one percent for New York
City's black population). Only one Puerto Rican in one hundred had a college
degree. One significant index of the Puerto Rican condition today is the
incredible situation in the legal profession of New York. Fewer than seventy
out of more than one million Puerto Rk.,111S are admitted to the practice of
law.

No one will be surprised by the correlated social and economic condition
of Puerto Rican communities in the continental United States. The census
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found that more than 300,000 of New York City's one million Puerto
Ricans fully 35.1 percent of New York's Puerto Rican communitylived
below the poverty line. Between 1960 and 1970, when median family income
among whites in New York City rose twenty-six percent (from $6,365 to
S10,378) and twenty-four percent among blacks (from 54,437 to 57,150),
family income among Puerto Ricans ruse by only thirteen percent (from

AS3,811 to 55,575).
The census to which I have just made reference reveals the pattern by

which linguistic discrimination operates relentlessly to drive a speofk class of
people out of the publk school system and, .ortsequently, out of the social
and economic mainstream of Amen an life. Just as separate schools in Brown
fastened a badge of inferiority on bla.k people and denied them the equal
protection of the laws, so the separation and isolation resulting from inade-
quate skills in English deny the ditldren of Puerto Brans and other molt-
ties equal edut.ational opportunities from the first day they enter a klassroum.

Federal Law and Language Segregation

The problems facing millions of k.hildren_oLlimited English-speaking
ability were first rek.ogniz,ed on a national level, by the United States Congress
in the Voting Rights Ak.t of 1965. Set.tion 4(e) of that statute invalidated
state English literacy tests with respek.t to anyone who wmpleted the sixth
grade in an "American-Flag" school where the k.lassruum language was other
than English. This provision was upheld by the Supreme Court,mhtch noted
that it "may be viewed as a measure to secure for the Puerto Rican t.ommu-
nity residing in New York non disaiminatory treatment by government
boll in the imposition of voting qualifkations and the provision or
administration of governmental servik.es, such as publk schools, public
housing and law enforcement."

in 1968, Congress for a second time took notice of the phenomenon of
language segregation In that year it approved the Bilingual Education Ad (20
U.S.C. §880(b) et seq.), which provides funds to local educational agencies
for "new and imaginative elementary and secondary st.hool programs
designed to meet these speoal edtkational needs." In the 1974 fiscal year,
$59,800,000 is available for this purpose.

These federal laws are in the nature of affirmative ak.tion programs. Both
laws recognize that inak.tiun and exclusion are the inevitable effect and
usually the intended effea of laws and pulk.ies which seem to be neutral in
character. The Eta is that we ,.an readily identify the victims of legislation
which mandates the use of English only in our eduk.atiunal and governmental
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prNesses: namely, Oriental Americ ns, Mexican Americans, native Americans

anPmost recently, Puerto Ricans.

The Supreme Court and-Language Segregation

The Supreme Court recently focused its attention 'on the problem of
linguistic neutrality in Lau v. Nichols, a case involving public schciol students

of Chinese ancestry. According to a report submitted to the Court; as of April

1973 there were 3,457 Chinese students in the San Francisco school system

who spoke little or no hglish. About half of these students were receiving no

special instruction to enable them to develop proficiency in the English lan-

guage. ,

After observing that basic English skills are at the very core of a public

school education, Mr. Justice Douglas stated for the majority, that "imposi-

tion of a requirement that, before ak-hild can effectively participate in the

educational program, he must already have acquired those basic skills is to

make a mockery of public edu6tion."
The Court found it unnecessary to reach the question of whether the

inaction of the San Frandsco Public School System in Lau violated the
Constitution. The Court did not rely on the equal protection clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. Instead, the Court relied solely on §601 of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, which bans discrimination based "on the ground of race,

color, or national origin" in "any program or activity receiving federal finan-

cial assistance."
In contracting with the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

for financial support, the defendarft school district had agreed to comply with

the Civil Rights Act and all requirements imposed by IIEW pursuant to its

regulation. Finding in favor of the plaintiff students, the Court cited the
following guidelines, promulgated by HEW in 1970:

Where inability to speak and understand the English language

excludes national originminority group children from effective

participation in the educational program offered by a school
district, the district must take affirmative steps to rectify the
language deficiency in order to open its instructional program
to these students.

No remedy was proposed by the petitioners in Lau. The petitioners and

an= had asked only "that the board of education be directed to apply its

expertise to the problenr and rectify the situat::.,n." The Court stated that

teaching English to the plaintiffs, or providing courses of instruction in the

Chinese language, were two approdches which might prove satisfactory
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"There, may be others," the Court noted. Accordingly, the case was remanded
to the Court below for the fashioning of appropriate relief.

Lau should not be read JS J "Fourteenth Amendment Case" except in
the derivative sense that the Court applied a statute which was firmly
grounded on the Fourteenth Amendment. Moreover, the Court did not re-
vire "bilingual-bicultural" education, as some proponents of this program
seem to believe. Ilowever, the Court did make a reference to bilingual educa-
tion as one of the possible alternative courses of action available to the public
school system. On the other hand, the Court's interpretation of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and relevant administratise regulations presumably would
be satisfied by a scheme merely to teach students the English language. What
the Court did decide in Lau at most was this. that a public school Is not
free to ignore the language problems of any substantial number of its stu-
dents. It cannot lease the problem entirely in the hands of the pupil and his
parents by declaring that it provides the same facilities, textbooks, teachers
and curriculum to all students. The Court effectively established the obliga-
tion of the public school to act to do something.

Although the Court in Lau has assigned responsibility for language train-
ing to the public school system, nothing in its opinion precludes the participa-
tion of affected citizens in the shaping of educational programs designed to
accomplish the statutory goal of equality of educational opportunity. In my
view, bilingual bicultural programs are most likely to flourish in communities
where linguistic minorities constitute a substantial part of the total popula-
tion and where citizen participation in the making, of educational policy is
well established.

By leaving the question of remedy to the lower courts, the Supreme
Court has for the time being left open the issue of winch program or pro-
grams would meet the objectise of affording equality of educational oppor-
tunity for all students. That question namely, the kind of program or
programs which meet the statutory and constitutional goals of equal educa-
tional opportunity is already before the lower federal courts in Lau itself
and in another important language lawsuit brought in New \ ork City.

Aspira's Case

In September, 1972, while ( was serving as chairman of Aspua of New
York, the Puerto Rican educational and leadership deselopment agency, the
orgamiation tiled suit in Asinra' of St it York I. Board of kchication of the
City of .Vein York. Our counsel, the newly-formed Puerto Rican Legal
Defense aad Education Fund, presented arguments similar to those raised in
Lau. Plaintiffs in the Asprrd case allege that as many as 55,000 Spanish-
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speaking children in the federally assisted New York City School System are

receiving no special training whatsoever in dealing with their English- language

disability. Proceedings in the case were held in abeyance after the Supreme
Court granted vernoramin Lau. However, on the basis of the Lau decision,

plaintiffs have since moved for summary judgment New developmerts should

be forthcoming in the immediate future as the district court considers
Aspira's argument that only a bilingual education program would meet the
relevant tests in a city in which twenty-eight percent of the city's school

children are of I lispanic

For the Future
What is the meaning of all of this for the public school systems of those

cities with substantial linguistic minorities? To state the matter in its simplest

terms. the public schools must now _recognize that the law will no more
tolerate exclusionary policies based on language than it will tolerate exclu-

sionary policies based on race. The public schools now are clearly on notice

that it is their ultimate responsibility to teach basic skills in English usage to

all their students in order to end language segregation.
Ilowever, in one important respect Lau differs from Brown and its prog-

eny. it recognizes a need to treat some students differently from the larger

mass of students. The net effect of requiring some form of special program

for linguistic minority children is to sanction short term segregation of
studentsat least long enough to derive the benefits of the special language

program. But the long-range goal of Lau is entirely consistent with the Brown
line of decisions. the elimination of language segregation altogether and the

integration of linguistic minority groups into American society.
Wp know that the Brown decision, handed down twenty years ago, has

not been fully implemented. Nevertheless, we know that significant progress

has been made by black people in the intervening two decades. And we fully

appreciate that the ethnic and linguistic minorities of the nation have benefit-

ted greatly from the advances made possible by the black civil rights move-

ment and the Brown decision. While traveling somewhat different routes, we

continue to share a common interest in the achievement through law of equal

educational opportunity for all our people.
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Richard G. Hatcher

In lq54, the Supreme Court drafted an obituary for segregation in edu-
cation Today, twenty years later, segregated education-is alive and thriving
throughout the land.

For two decades now, this.4.ountry has been grappling with the landmark
Brown decision During these years, we have learned son,e bitter truths about
ourselves.

We have found that America is gripped by forces promoting segregation
in our schools, in our neighborhoods, and in all facets of our daily life.

We have found that to implement Brown we need at the least a quiet
revolution in social and economic relationships -a revolution sapped before it
begins by prevailing separatist notions among the people and by desperate
"business as usual" sentiments on the part of our leadership.

We have also found that segregationists are committed to their separate
schools with a passion worthy of Othello, with a cunning reminiscent of lago
and with a shrillness suitable to Desdemuna,,as played by a junior high school
beauty queen.

Certainly, there has been some progress in the twenty years since Brown.
But a national mandate to integrate our schools has not emerged.

Certainly, there are now black faces in formerly all white places. But,
opponents of integration are quickly abandoning their violated temples of
education, and heading for the hillsand the suburbs.

Certainly, barriers have fallen. But new barriers like educational tracking,
and teacher testing, are rising to fill every breach in the segregationist ranks.

Let's take a look at the world of education today. Throughout Dixie,
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private schools created to counter integration are on the rise. In eight of

eleven southern states, private school enrollment jumped forty-one percent

from 1968 to 1972. For those students unwelcome at the new all-white

academies, public schooling is the only option. And sometimes even that is

not available. Prince Edward County in Virginia, apparently thrilled with the

results of its private school experiment, closed its public schooling system for

several years. Only recently, have the public schools reopened.

Gerrymandered schooldistricts, carved to create racial enclaves, are now

in vogue in the south. In Indianola, Mississippi, rn Clarksdale, Mississippi, and

elsewhere, specially constructed districts now keep white children and black

childien in their separate worlds during the school day. Redistricting in

Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina has created a city school system that is

ninety-seven percent white, while pushing black children out into a county

system that is now heavily black.
Black children who can't be screened out by carefully-sculpted boundary

lines are being pushed out of their schools expelled and suspended at an

alarming' rate. According to some estimates, up to 150,000 southern black

students, mainly high school seniors, are being given the gate each year before

they graduate. In Louisiana, some school districts have expelled as many as

sixteen percent of the black student population. Even in northern cities,

student pushouts are a problem, In Omaha, Nebraska, during the school year

1970-71, 1,095 black high school students eight percent of the black student

populationwere expelled. During the same year, only 2.1 percent of the

white student population was similarly disciplined.
Certainly, here are disciplinary problems hi the schools. And today

school administrators are solving these problems by pushing troubled students

pell-mell into a world where they cane become either misfits or menials or

both.
In the north, since World War II,_many larA cities have been Harlem-

ized. Suburban homesteaders, nervously venturing into the metropolis during

the day, sequester their families in distant villages, thereby doing their part to

prevent "mongreliza tion" of the kindergartens.
In Gary, Indiana, a white exodus has helped produce a city of largely

segregated schools. Some years ago, before I took office, Gary had a workable

busing program that produced desegregated schools. But because Gary was a

blue collar town the city authorities called the transportation shift a "school

housing utilization program."
The people who worked in the city's steel mills appreciated the need for

tightvbudgets, so the program ran into vety little opposition. Today, due to

demographic shifts, ,large - scale busing within the city limits is no longer a
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viable approach to schooling. .ild, beyond those it limits is a hostile and
frightened northern Indiana population that would sooner let its children
learn the three R's in a leper colony ti'an permit busing between the Like
County countryside and downtown Gni y_schools.

Throughout the country,, north and south, tracking and testing are itr-

rently in vogue among the neo-isulationists. Ghetto kids, often products of
broken homes, always products of pour homes, are branded "inferior" early
on, and prepared for their rules as sOciety's (irterinctischen. Simultaneously,
children from stable, middle class homes are placed un the 6ullege prepara-
tory "track."

The National Education Association, in a recent study, found that half
of all $11001$ in the south which were desegregating were simultaneously
adopting tracking systems they had never used before.

These days after students ale tested, separating the black chaff from the
white grain, teachers are also tested to accomplish much the same thing. In
1972 the National Teacher's Examination (NIE), published by the Educa-
tional Testing Service, was required in 1,65o school district. in II southern
Sates and in only 52 northern and western school uistricts. Many thousands
uf" lack teachers have lust their jobs thanks to this experiment in racial
qualt control.

The\NTE has re, elitly been labeled discriminatory by a staff member of
the Educational Testing Service. Its capacity to measure teaching ability is,
certainly, questionable. Nonetheless, Ntississippi, North Carolina and South
Carolina now require a passing score on this test for all teachers in their
states,

This NIL an other hurdles help to explain why black Leachers in the
south over the past twenty years have become an endangered species. Since
1954, the south has lust between 5,(00 and 10,000 black teachers. Had there
been no Brim, decision, had separate but equal facilities and faculties been
maintained, many *.housands of black teachers would now have jobs in
southern school systems jobs held by white teadiers today.

Even n those 4.1ivol systems where black teachers are hired, their
presence often tends to be an anomaly. There are 22.5 pupils for each teacher
in the United States. That's the national average, Let's taLe a look at black
pupd;black tea, ier ratios on the high school level in larger 6ities in America.
In each of these _Ines, there is a sizable black student population.

In Cincninati, there are forty eight black children for every single black
teacher. In Columbus, Ohio, the ratio is fifty one to one. The pupil;teacher
ratio is Fifty-three to one in Oakland, California, Fifty-eight to one in Pitts.
burgh, sixty-two to one in San Francisco, seventy-rune to one in Buffalo:
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eighty-three to one in New York City , and eighty-nine to one in Boston.
Lighty -nine to one. Aren't those incredible odds? Incredible odds against

black children finding black models fOr their behavior? IzKredible odds
against black children finding teachers who know in their bones what it's like
to be black in America, and who can deal with the provocative ways black
kids sometimes cope with that painful fact.

In Gary, the black pupil teadier ratio is twenty-nine to one. Our school
superintendent, who is white, has found that black teachers are available,
anxious to teach in the inner cities, and effective in their pedagogical roles.

The Brown decision has not produced an overhaul in the Amerkan edu-
cational system, because it has not produced a revolution in American atti-

Unquestionably, there have been major positive changes on all school
lo,els. "Open admissions" policies at colleges, for instance, are now beginning
to plow themselves out. At the City University of New York, some seven to
ten students admitted in 1970 under the open door policy were still students
two years later. The retention rate fails to support those educators who
predicted massive drop-outs. It reinforces the simple but troublesome notion
that black and other minority children want to get advanced schooling, and
will work industriously and well if they are given the opportunity.

The new segregationists the parents who send their children to all whits
academies, the teachers who seek security in separate and unequal schools,
the blacks who fight busing to achieve integregation are powerful today.
Their efforts threaten the small advances made in the twenty years since
Br,ova. Unless we are vigilant and resourceful, this country will produce from
its educational institutions future student generations with baccalaureates in
bitterness and doctorates in perpetual radial strife.
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of Equal Educational Opportunities

David L. Kirp

Twenty years ago, when the Brown case was decided, the meaning of
equal educational opportunity was relatively clear. The phrase was synono-
mous with an end to racial discrimination, an elimination of artifitaal barriers
that separated blacks from whites. In the interval, the meaning of racial
discrimination has changed, and those changes have produced a host of con-
flicts betwaen historic allies. Equal educational opportunity has also acquired
a host of new and broader non-racial meanings.

With respect to the ra..jal issue three forces are pushing in quite different
directioni. First, black separatists, whose, vice began to be heard in the late
sixties, reject the equation of integrated education with better education.
Indeed the separatists beat Brown as a paternalistic decision, or less politely,
as a racist decision, denigrating blacks in its assumption that all black educa-
tion means an inferior education. To the separatists a community-directed
education, accompanied by real power and adequate resources, seems prefer-
able to compelled integregationat-least for the short run.

A second group, which once might have been classified as liberals, have
come to oppose expansion of the concept of discrimination. They are con-
cerned with the apparently_ broader meaning of de jure segregation that the
Court has applied, with the breadth of remedial decrees that have been
ordered, and until the Detroit decision with tila possibility that desegrega-
tion would become a regional, not district-wide obligation. One needs only to
peruse the Congressional debates for the past several years to gain some sense
of this shift of political mood, positions once advanced only by southern
conservatives have become more widely expressed, and more politically
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acceptable. [The Bradley decision, announced several months after the con-

ference, may well diminish the force of these concerns.]
Third, the emerging tiansfoimation of discrimination from a concept of

color blindness to one of color consciousness, the insistence that color be

taken into account affirmatively in order to remedy pail-discrimination or to

secure racial parity in education and employment, have deeply divided old

allies, pitting labor against labor, Jewish groups against each other, sparking

disputes within the university. Which point of view on any of these issues will

prevailwhat racial discrimination and the obligation to correct it will ktome

to meanis impossible to predict.
The other notable development of the decade has been the emergerice of

non-racial equal educational opportunity issues, premised not ontlackftvhite

discrimination, but urged by quite different groups, who also claimtwith
substantial justificationto have been badly treated by the educational sys-

tem. For the handicapped and retarded youngsters who historically have been

dented a public education, equal educational opportunity is viewed as requir-

ing the provision of an education that is, as the opinions in Mills and PARC

suggest, "appropriate" or "kuitable" to their needs. If that standard is applied

to the severely handicapped, it would necessitate enormous expansion of the

government's responsibility to educate and an understanding of education as

encompassing not just the three "R's" but also a host of activities de'signed to

take the child from a state of relative dependence to a state of relative

independence. For. the mildly handicapped, equal educational opportunity is

viewed as meaning an end to the ,onsigninent to dead-end, inefficacious,

stigmatizing special education programs that provide only labels, and indis-

cernible educational benefits, and substituting serious efforts to offer these

children an experience not very different from what "normal" youngsters

receive.
For children living in property-poor districts, equal educatioiral oppor-

tunity has been defined in terms of the equitable allocation of resource The

claim that such equityor, as the lawyers put it, "fiscal neutrality" -is coni-
tutionally required was rejected by the Supreme Court in Rodriguez, a deci-

sion that clearly marks the end of rapid judicial expansion of equal oppor-

tunity. But interestingly enough, since Rodriguez, the pace of school finance

reform has, if anything, increased. In a number of states, including CalifOrnia

and New Jersey, courts have struck down school finance systems on suite

constitutional grounds, insisting on sonie measure of fairness in the distribu-

tion of school dollars. More miportantly, legislatures in Kansas, Florida, and

Michigan and other states have begun revamping school finance systems in

order to accomplish the same end.
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And finally, women students in primary and secondary schools are begin-
ning to describe themselves as discriminated against by the schools. Because
women in fact do better, in traditional academic terms, than men in primary
and secondary school programs, there is a certain irony to that claim. But

"women can point to policies which exclude them from school programs--
`ithletics, for exiiinple,lo instances of separate and assertedly unequal treat-
ment; and, most broadly, to school socialization practices that, by assertion,
stereotype women, forcing upon them outmoded roles. Some of these
arguments especially those addressed to competitive sportshave prevailed
in courts. The greatest push for change is likely to result from Title IX of the
1972 Education Amendments, and the soon -to -be published HEW implement-
ing regulations. Already it is clear that the women's movement, has pre-
sented-in a very short period of time-a range of issues that, in the racial
context, have developed over two decades.

The consequences of this on-going redefinition of equal educational
opportunity are hard to estimate precisely. Certain things do seem clear.
None of the non-racial equal opportunity tssues (treatment of the handi-
capped, finance reform, treatment of women) seem as emotionally charged,
as politically explosive, as does the race question. That is not to say that
change is going to be easy, but only to say that I find it hard to imagine
politicians standing in school house doors to keep the retarded out of school,
or women off the tennis team.

This set of demands viewed as a whole -is designed to prod the courts
into reviewing a host of practices which have historically been viewed as the
exclusive domain of educators. The legal agenda for equal educational oppor-
tunity, as I have described it, is also in large part the agenda for educational
reform of the 1970's. And the hope, at least as expressed by some, is that
lawyers and courts can bring about a kind of revolution in education. For
several reasons, that hope seems unlikely to come to pass. For one thing,
Rodriguez is a strong signal that courts are unlikely to be willing participants
in bringing about the revolution. They don't want to be-super schoolmasters
in the name of equal educational oppOrtunity. For another, courts simply
cannot raise the money needed to reform schools or oversee the day-to-day
activities of schooling that so profoundly and directly affect the lives of
children.

One important lesson should be learned from the post-Brown exper-
iences with implementing equality of opportunity. a court decision, by itself,
cannot secure change, ongoing, sustained political pressure, interest and in-
volvement are needed. Historical!), courts have always been a last refuge for
groups unable to win battles in the political and legislative arena. That is the
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strength, the virtue of courts from the point of slew of those disadvantaged

groups, it also signals the .nherent incapacity of courts to produce change on

their own.
Equal educatiuma opportunity is, and may always be, an unreachable

goal. there is no e.id to the sentence that begins. "equal educational oppor-

tunity is ..." It is a concept in flux, and as we come to what may be the end

of rapid judicial expansion of the concept, it becomes increasingly important

for the reform communities to establish for themselves priorities with respect

to these diverse goals. School cannot be non-racist, non-sexist, liberating,

open places, providing an equal and appropriate education to an increasingly
diverse clientele at least, it cannot be all of those things at once. Indeed,

such goals may be inconsistent with each other in important ways.
Equal educational opportunity is not just a constitutional concept, but a

political one as well. Bettering, the quality of children's lives in school -the
ultimate end of each of these reforms is not _lust, or even primarily, a matter
of big symbolic court decisions. It also requires slow, tedious political work
that must involve riot only the courts but also every school district, even
every classroom. These patient efforts will get fewer headlines perhaps; they

are likely to produce more enduring results. Developing a political strategy
that takes these factors into ,account, that tries to understand what the

choices must be to make specific the new equal educational opportunity
should pe the first item on the political agenda of retAm minded educators
and lawyers in the 1970s.
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Brian K. Landsberg

The Supreme Court's decision in Brown v. Board of Education has two
separate but closely related thrusts:

(a) Emphasis on equal educational opportunities;
(b) The requirement that state-imposed racial segregation be elimi-

nated.
The emphasis of most school litigation since Brown has, until recently, been
on the elimination of state-imposed segregation. I believe this was the correctallocation of legal resources, for at least three reasons. First, the state segrega-
tion laws were the clearest violations ofBrown. Second, wle the elimination
of stateimposed segregation has not automatically insured equal educational
opportunities, the Supreme Court had found it to be a prerequisite to attain-,
ing equal ,educational opportunities. Third, the federal executive focused its
.efforts on desegregation because that was the focus of Title IV of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.

BrownA New Phage

Now efforts under Brown are entering a ita.vphase. In the states whichhad laws permitting or requi' ing segregation, school desegregation is largely
an accomplished fact, especial 'y in the rural areas and small cities. There is nolonger a focal point for effort; under Brown, instead, civil rights lawyers have
diffused their litigation into four distinct (though related)qtreas:

(a) Consolidation of the gains made in the. sbuth end repair of the
damage which accompanied desegregation. ,

(b) Expansion of the attack on segregation, both geographically (to
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the north) and in terms of the scope of 'he attack (e.g., relief
across district lines or relief covering housing as well as schools).

(c) The beginnings of litigation relating to other aspects of equal
educational opportunities, such 8 fair employment suits against

suburban school systems, suits to enforce the rights of non-
English speaking children and handicapped children and females

to equal access to educational opportunity, suits to ensure .that

school systems properly implement federal financial assistance

programs, such as Title I and the Johnson-O'Malley Act.

(d) A new round of enforcement actisity relating to higher educa-
tionalthough the early higher education cases were the founda-

tion upon which Brown was built, there has been almost no
attempt until recently to develop the law relating to remedies for

state systems of segregated higher education.

Each of these areas raises difficult issues which were only dimly perceived

when Brown was decided.- In the remainder of my remarks I would like to

highlight some of these issues.

SecondGeneration- Problenis
As the South desegregated, black children and educators were con-

-. fronted by the so-called second-generation problems, such as school closings,

classroom segregation, a rise in expulsions and suspensions of students, and a

drop in the number of black teachers and principals. Such problems have led

civil rights lawyers to seek to draw the courts ever more intimately into the

details of the administration of school systems. Where it is possible to fashion

fair and uniform rules that do not require the court to substitute its educa-

tional or administrative judgment for the judgment of the school authorities,

the courts have been responsive -at least when convinced there was a real

problem. Examples are the provisions of the,$ingleton case and other cases

protecting teachers and administrators in desegregating systems. Most recent-

ly, the Department of Justice has obtained appellate court decisions invalidat-

ing, racially discriminatory uses of the National Teachers Examination in
VirTnia and South Carolina, and we are now litigating over its use in North

Carolina. But in other areas-such as suspensions and expulsions the courts

have so far been less receptive. The civil rights bar must conic to grips with

this problem. we must search for uniform, fair and workable rules to deal
with the second-generation problems, and we must choose strong cases to

convince the courts of the need for such rules.
Consolidating the gainsattacking the last bulwarks of segregation in the

Southhas recently led to a new problem. court battles over who should
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represent the black community in desegregation litigation. Perhaps this is
inevitable in any social movement which has finally achieved a degree of
success. So far, however, it is questionable s.hether black children have bene-
fitted from the split in litigation s rategies. The civil rights bar should seek
methods of presenting a united front in court.

Brown 1 had noted that "segregation has long been a nationwide prob-
lem, not merely one of sectional conccm." Yet the first northern desegrega-
tion decision was the Keyes,case, io 1073. It is clear from the Supreme
Court's decision in Le Keyes case and its indecision in the Richmond case
that the expansion of the attack on segregation will proceed with deliberate
speed--there will be no overnight changes in patterns of urban school segrega-
tion, but changes will occur on a case-by -case basis. They are already occur-
ring, in Denver, Pasadena, Pontiac, Indianapolis, Las Vegas, and so on. The
Court requires, the plaintiffs to make a showing ofde lure segregation in these
cases. One may sympathize with Mr. Justice Powell's qi.zstion as tixwhether a
child suffers less injury in a de facto segregated school than a de lure segre-
gated school, but the Court has ruled, and I think our course must be to
is-cstigate and litigate each case thoroughly, rather than to rely on the broad-
brush approach which was used to establish violations in Southern cases. And,
civil rights attorneys must learn to draw fine distinctionswhat is the right
remedy for one system may not be right for another.

Rodriguez and Lau

The first Supreme Court decisions directly relating to aspects of equal
educational opportunities other than desegregation -were the Rodriguez deci-
sion last year and the Lau decision this year. Both decisions reflect a cautious
approach, but in at least the Lau decision the approach is forward-looking.
The principle established by Lau, under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, is that school systems enrolling more than a,de minima number of
non-English speaking children must take steps to assure them equal access to
the educational program. Lau leaves unanswered a number of questions.

What degree of language disability triggers the obligation?
Does the obligation arise where there is no language disability but

where cultural differences tend to exclude minority students?
Is total exclusion the standard'?
What remedies are acceptable?

Will the obligation under Title VI be translated into a Fourteenth
Amendment obligation?

What are the implications of Lau for mentally retarded children?
Finally, private plaintiffs and the federal government have turned their
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attention back to higher education. The principle of opeji admissions in pub-

lic higher education was established in the 1950s and became a reality in the

196Us. The question is whether other vestiges of state-imposed dualism in

higher education must he Aemoved segregated faculties, dual and overlapping,

curricula, white arid black athletic leagues, the proportionately lower enroll-

went rate of blacks in higher education, and other factors which insure that

students choose colleges on a, racial basis. The Justice Department, as an

intervenor in the Tennessee statewide case and now as plaintiff in the Louisi-

ana statewide higher education case, believes that the law requires that these

vestiges be erased- But the yuestwn of how to erase them has puzzled the

parties and the court in the Tennessee case for several years. It will take all

the wisdom that educators and lawyers can muster to work out remedies that

are both effective and lair. We must insure that the structure which results

from the dismantling of racial dualism provides equally for the needs of the

black and white students, teachers administrators, and communities.

We should not allow the complexity and challenge of these issues to

divert us from our efforts to fulfill the promise of Brown. But resolution of

the issues will require hard thinking and careful fact-gathering on our part.

And as the issues mushroom, we will have hard choices to make as to priori-

ties. I think one focus 01 the discussion which is to follow these presentations
this morning should be on what relative priority the various issues mentioned

above should' be given in allocating the limited resources of the civil rights

bar.
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Ruby G. Martin

I am delighted to be with you this morning, although I must admit that
being on the panel with such an array of distinguished, powerful and scholar-
ly gentlemen makes me feel a little like the nervous, newly-appointed woman
Assistant Secretary of State, who, at her first press conference when asked
what she thought of Red China responded that it's delightful on a beige
tablecloth.

A couple of years ago a cartoon appeared in the New Yorker Magazine
depicting an American Indian father sitting in a teepee reading a bedtime
story to his young son. The caption under the cartoon was:

And just then When the battle seemed lost, from beyond the
hills came the welcome sounds of war whoops.

To me, the cartoon said that whether you view salvation as drums, guns
and the cavalry blue or war paint, arrows and loin cloth, very much depends
upon your ethnic, cultural and social background -where you are coming
from. As a prelude to my brief remarks today, I feel it important to take a
couple of minutes to explain where I am coming from, lest what I say be
misunderstood, misinterpreted, and as has happened, misquoted.

While I have spent most of my adult life as an active proponent of school
desegregation (or integration, whatever you prefer), I have, -for the last year
and a half, stepped away from that particular involvement and have focused
ray attention, time and energy on the elements and factors that work for or
against providing quality education for youngsters in large city school sys-
tems, most of which are now overwhelmingly ,black or brown and poor in
terms of their enrollments. -
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While it is much too early for me to stand up here and talk about "my

findings" on these issues because my new experience has been too limited, I

am prepared to say that I have concluded that those of us who are genuinely

concerned about quality education for minority youngsters nOt only are

guilty of having committed some serious blunders in our legal pursuit of

school desegregation during the past twenty years, but are also guilty of

grossly nusallocating our resources resources of brains, talent and time over

the last ten years. It is this misallocation of resources that concerns me the

most.
Most black people under twenty-five years of age have no historical

background, appreciation or understanding of Brown v. Board of Education.

Many believe that the Brown case was nut initiated by blacks but, rather, that

the legal theories and the immediate and long-range goals were developed by

whites as the first step in a giant, continuing, well thought out and designed

white conspiracy to maintain the status of black people as second-class citi-

/ens of this country. If it is difficult for you to comprehend their conspiracy

theory, just think. black children born on the day that Brown was decided,

today are two years out of high school or in their sophomore year in college.

And, if they were born in and attended schools in a northern urban area, they

probably never attended a school that had any or certainly no more than a

handful of white children. These youngsters say to me. "Mrs. Martin, what is

all the talk about racial integration, what's so important about that" In
ettect, what they say to me is that while you were spending your time and

energies trying to desegregate a tittle school system in Georgia, the school

systems of New York City, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Washington, D C.,

and every other major city in the nation,'were getting blacker and blacker,

and the quality of education was getting poorer and poorer. And nobody was

doing anything about it. What they say to me, in effect, is that all of you

so-called "do guoders" spent one hundred percent of your time trying to
desegregate schools, and none of you manifested any concern about us where

we are locked into schools and school systems that were deteriorating physi-

cally and educationally at an alarming rate.
Believe me, conversations with these young people_have left me shaken

and outraged, but somehow hopefully still in control of my faculties.

While I ant not yet ready to accept their conspiracy theory, I am pre-

pared to accept the fact that America is not the melting pot we once claimed

it to be; ours is a pluralistic society, is likely to remain so, and some of us

have an obligation to try to make things better for people where they present-

ly are, and are likely to remain.
I will be frank to admit that accepting the fact that ours is a pluralistic
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society is going to pose some serious problems. The potential for conflict
between the traditional civil rights forces on the one hand and those of us
who accept the concept of pluralism is great and not Just philosophically.
The potential for conflicts is real because conceptually, the.civil rights pos-
ture is to view school boards and school administrations as "the enemy" or
the other side, if'-you will, which they certainly were (and still are in some
eases). But in 19'74, with more and more bankrupt and disintegrating school
systems coming under the control of black school boards and black school
administrations, I believe we have an obligation to re-think that posture and
devise strategies and programs that try to deal with school boards and school
administrations as friends as well as enemies. I believe that the conflicts will
be lessened if we are honest and communicate. I stress the importance of
communication and understanding and honesty because it is important that
conflict be avoided.

For example, if the new Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
which is being debated in the House is passed in any form, an open conflict is
likely to occur. It is likely to occur because some of us who campaigned for
tight and rigid guidelines under the old Act to protect poor youngsters from
so-called "bad" or unsympathetic superintendents and school boards this
time will be campaigning for guidelines to give "good" or sympathetic super-
intendents and boards what they say they need- more flexibility in the use of
Title 1 funds in trying to provide quality education for urban youngsters. The
potential conflict will be lessened if we can agree on-some basic facts, perhaps
the most important of ,which is who are our clients, where are they located,
and what relief is likely to have the greatest affirmative impact on their
individual lives.

According to the most recent statistics, there are now more black school
children in urban school systems than in rural ones and these school systems
are being administered more and more'by people of good will. Those of us
who seek to provide quality education for black youngsters through the
courts must seek the advice and counsel of school officials and administrators
of good will who have the same goals.

Perhaps most important, from my point of view, is the need for more of
us to get involved in the nuts and bolts of dealing with the here and now
factors that mitigate against urban youngsters being afforded an equal educa-
tional opportunity the growing strength of teachers' unions, the governing
structure of school systems, the financing of school systems, developing mea-
sures of accountability, and the like.

1 wish to stress that I am not advocating separatism or urging an aban-
donment of school desegregation litigation or federal administration enforce.
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ment of Title VI (it Title VI has nut already been administratively repealed).

What I am saying is that there is a need fur more of us to turn our attention

to trying to provide equal educational opportunities for black youngsters
where they are and are likely to remain -fur their entire school careers.

A couple of weeks ago, I was at an elementary school in Washington and

a fifth grader came up to me and said, "Mrs. Martin, do you know what will

happen to you if you don't pay your exorcist bar' She said, "You get
repossessed." Maybe what has happened to me during the last year and a half

is that-I have been repossessed. Whatever has happened, I know that if I could

undo some of the things that I did as the Director of IIEW's Office for Civil

Rights, I would. I be'ieve now that no m.lioul district should ever be desegre-

gated without the people who will be directly affe,ted by the process having a

voice in determining how that process should proceed. No black school
should ever be closed in (lie name of desegregation without a thorough analy-

sis of the impact of the ,losing un the total life of the black community
surrounding. (Look at what is happening to the availability of higher educa-

tion for blacks in the south under the guise of desegregation.) No school
desegregation case should ever he filed unless the relief sought has been
thought out and analyzed in the must minute detail and the plaintiffs agree

that the relief is in their best interest,
While I hope that I have not been either possessed in the first instance or

repossessed for non-payment, I du feel stronger than ever that unless some of

us turn our talents toward dealing with the here and now and accept the
pluralism that is a fact of life in Amema, the next twenty years will see the

total destruction of public education in this country. My young friends with

the conspiracy theory would say that my predictions will come to' pass be-

cause they are simply part of that giant zunspiracy. I hope they are wrong
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In 1944, in Hudsbeth County, Texas, a nineteenyear old Chicano was
convicted of murder and sentenced to death) This was not unusual except
for the fact that the boy was blind, was mentally retarded, was retaliating for
an attack on his father, And was physically unableunder the applicable
criminal statute to have the necessary intent to justify a finding of first
degree murder. In spite of the fact that more than fifty percent of the
County's population was Chicano, no Chicano had ever served on a jury. On
appeal, attorneys for the boy cited a 1900 base, Carter v. Texas' in which the
Texas Supreme Court had held that blacks could not be excluded from
juries.3 In this case, however, the court distinguished Carter, holding that the
Fourteenth Amendment did not extend to Chicanos. Due to a lack of funds,
no appeal was made to the United States Supreme Court, and the boy was
executed later that year.

The anomalous position of the Chicano -not white, yet not, in old-style
parlante, "colored" has been one of the roots of the Chicano tragedy in this
country, It has produced a history of legal struggle for equal educational
opportunity that has been as difficult as, but at the same time significantly
different from, that waged by black Americans.

In 1930, Chicanos argued Salvatierra v. Independent School DIstrwt,4 a
case in which the Supreme Court ultimately denied a writ of certioraris
Attorneys for the Chicano community 4.,ontended that separate schotols for
Chicanos existed without authority sink.e Chicanos were "other whites." The
trial court issued an injunction forbidding segregation of Chicanos, but the
Texas Court of Civil Appeals dissolved the injunction because Mexicanrace
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students had language difficulties which could best be solved in separate
schools. That ( hicanos argued that they were "other white" is not surnnsing

in light of the tact that other unfunny groups in the United States had made

arguments, and in tact ,,ere probably motivated by a Supreme Court

decision three years prior to Saratierra Gong turn r. Ru e.6 a case Con-

cerning a ( hawse. thine the United States Supreme Count upheld the Missis-

sippi Supreme Court interpretation of the distinction between "white" and
"colored" Js dividing "the educable children into those of the pure white or

-

Caucasian race, on the one hand, and the brown, yellow, and black -races on

the other hand ..."' for a similar black strategy one should read C. Vise,

Cal,151111) Only,' a documentation of Thuigotid Marshall's arguments in

Shelley V. hraener:' the restrictive covenants CAC.

A Historical Perspective of the bolo tion of Chicano 'Education

To clearly undetstad our place in time, we need a historical perspective

of the evolution of ( hicano education. Initially, school districts were duetted

by the mandates of the Ix7t) Texas Constitution" which provided that
"Separate schools shall be provided for the white and colored children and

impartial provision shall he made for both." Left to their own interpretations,
school hoard officials applied a righteous CO/I.AfiltA1011ailMn any fool

ew what "colored" and "white" meant Mexicans, of course, were neither.

nth school districts such as LI Paso and Nieces Counties, which were among

those with /fie highest concentrations of Chicanos in the nation, did not

provide any schooling at all for Chicanos.
At tie turn of the century, school district policies lacked consistency

because all followed the theory that elected bodies could' be final arbiters of

constitutional requirements. But they were Liced with a dilemma some sem-

blance of education had to be provided, but where the black or the white

schools! Thus, (Amami, were forced into limbo of separate schools without

the sanction of state statute, but under the aegis of state law. Chicano segre-

gation, a peculiar institution rooted in local government law, was a hybrid

school segregation that existed as lung as Southern black segregation. 'thus,

tot example. the Segl1111 school board established separate Mexican schools in

the summer of .1902. Other districts like Kingsv.11c reaffirmed and formalized

the inviolable Ipo.icy in a school board meeting in 1929 "not to allow any
Mexican to attend Flato school, but to attend Stephen F. Austin school,

where 'special arrangements' were made for teaching."'
The separate system in the early twentieth entury was inferior not only

in a psychological sense but in a very physical sense as well In 1927 in San

Juan, Iexas, the San Juan gtalunar school teachers were allocated triple the

ran
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wages of San Juan Mexican school teacheis, even though they taught compar-
able grades and the Mexican school was double the site of the Anglo school.
Even the provision of noninstructional needs was a disgrace. For example, in
the Pharr-San Juan-Alamo, Texas District of 1928, the Mexican classrooms
were grossly overcrowded, yet in that year the school board minutes reflect
that "upon motion made, seconded, and adopted there was voted an amount
equal to twenty dollars per room for Mexican schools and thirty dollars for
American schools per room, for playground equipment.' Even toys for
children were allocated by deliberate school board policy un the basis of race.

Btstt-he most grotesque features of the separate Mexican school system.
remain virtually unknown. An IILW on-site review of Pecos, Texas in 19b9
documented what our parents have always known. "Prior to 1938, no
Mexican-American had attended junior or senior high school . , According to
reliable community contacts, before this time there was a policy of not
permitting Mexican-Americans to go beyond the sixth grade." Indeed the
historical exclusion of Chicanos from public education beyond the elemen-
tary grades until 1948 was a findinb of fact in Pere: v. Sonora Independent
School District. 3 In 194243, Wilson Little, an educator conumsstoned by
the Texas Department of Education, found that between ninety and one
hundred percent of all Mexican children in Texas schools were in the elemen-
tary grades.

The trauma of World War 11 brought demands for change. Out of this
holocaust the GI Forum was born, its genesis lying in the death of a Chicano
World War II hero Felix Longoria. When Three Rivers, Texas refused to have
this Chicano buried in its whites-only cemetery, Longoria w7gs 'mined in
Arlington Cemetery, and inspired the hopes of millions of Chicanos for a real
share of the American dream. Dr. Hector Garcia, whom Father I lesburgh and
other members of the commission must remember as an active former mem-
ber of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, founded the GI Forum and began
a crusade against discrimination. But the changes still reflected two facts.
First, few, if any, in the educational and political power structure under-
stood, or even made attempts to understand, the existence and special role of
Chicanos as a distinct ethnic and cultural group, and second, explicit segrega-
tion by ethnic group was still the law of the land. The few successes in courts
were, therefore, not on grounds of equal protection, but on the basis of
denial of due process.

In 1946, a California federal district court in Westminster v. Mendez"
held separate schools for Chicanos violative of due process since they were
not provided for by state law the Ninth Circuit affirmed in 1947. In 1948, in
Delgado,_a Tex is federal district court enjoined/ school districts in four coun-
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ties as well as the state superintendent from segregating Mexican children

ab.rin on due process grounds. Delgado I. Bastrop hide:Pendent Srhool Dis-

trier' , accord, Gonzales i. Sheely.16 Thus, prior to Brown r. Board of
tducation,1' there had been a series of both federal court and administrative
decisions effectively proscribing the segregation of Chicanos.

When Brown came down in 1954 it eliminated the need for Chicanos to
continua arguing for an end to segregation on due process grounds (which of

course had been necessary because Ass) i. Tcrgusonl sanctioned explicit

segregation). Attei Brown it was clear that all racial groups had to be treated
equally, and segiegution was inherently unequal. But now school districts

willingly relented to the Chicano due process arguments And argued Chicanos
had not been covered by state statutes authorizing segregation, thus there was

no de lure segregation as to Chicanos and a faltori no need for desegregation

becuuse of tainted State action.
On the same day that Brown was handed down, the Court cleared the

way for a Chicano equal protection argument in liernande: i. Texas' 9where

the Supreme Court found that Mexican-Americans constituted a separate
gioup tot purposes of full protection under the Fourteenth Amendment.
Thus, the flurry of executions by all-Anglo Juries in Texas stopped, and again
in the death of one line of cases there was born a new theory of law, While

someS Imam) ail, s retained the worn due process argument. the merging

of the two theories was most dramatically completed in Cisneros v. Corpus

&bud Dstrut.2" In Cisneros the Fifth Circuit held that segrega-

tion of Chicanos in Col pus Christi schools was unconstitutional on the basis

of Brown.
But it Cisneroc heralded the advent of a new era, it also sounded the first

alarm of concomitant problems. In the hiatus ktween Dga,l, and Cisneros,

Brown and its progeny had developed a set of rules with a particularly black
perspective. The question is now whether rules which aie formulated to pro-

tect southern blacks are applicable by extension to Chicanos: For example,

the Singleton ratio t Singh I/ fat A_s z Mum ipal Swarar School Ths-

ow i2 is a laudable effort to ote,. t black teachers and integrate schools by
distributing black teachers in a manner that would lease no racially identi-
fiable schools. hi the Singleton case, the court stipulated that the district shall

assign principals, teachers, teacher-aides, and other staff who work directly
with the children so that the ratio of Negro to white teachers in each school,

and the ratty of other staff in each, are substantially the same as each such

ratio is to the teachers and other staff, respectively, in the entire school

system. But, as the Fifth Circuit ,.cognized in United States i. 7exas2
(.Austin Independent School District), a Singleton ran.. may make sense in
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the milieu of school districts having large numbers of black teachers, but
made absolutely no sense in the southwest context where the proportion of
Chicano teachers does nut begin to apptoximate the proportion of Chicano
students. Judge Wisdom astutely observed that a Singleton ratty preoccupation
was a subterfuge for the real problem luring. Moreover, the Singleton ratio
may work at odds with the Chicano need lor bilingual education.

Bilingual-bicultural education may itself be at odds with Brown and its
progeny if the latter are strictly construed. Although it would be a great
accomplishment to have integrated bilingual classes, tlus may not always be
possible because there may not be a sufficient number of Anglo parents
willing to put their children in bilingual classes. English-as-asecund-language
(ESL) classes which work at part tune integration, du accomplish that, but
have failed educationally. True bilingual-bicultural eaucation classes may at
tunes call fur separate classes in substantive subjects though hopefully not on
separate campuses. Educational achievement among Chicanos is a testimony
to the deplorable means utilized to educate Chicano children today.

In Lan Nichols the Supreme Court recognized that something needs to
be done to remedy the deficiencies of the educational system with regard to
Chicanos. But Justice Douglas was obscure as to just what Title VI and that
May 25th Memorandum may require." it is our fear that the decision may be
taken as a tacit acceptance of ESL classes, which have so far been a dramatic
failure. Our position is that ESL classes represent everything that the Court
found so abhorrent in Lan an uncomprehending child as a captive audience.
Moreover, Brown and its progeny taught us that the only acceptable plan is

"one that works." 24 Educators should be bound to no lesser standard in
providing equal educational opportunity to Chicanos. The Serena v. Portales
case hich I argued before the Tenth Circuit on March 20, 1974 is an expan-
sion of Litt in that it substitutes a constitutional mandate for bilingual educa-
tion for a statutory one.

While our line of cases may have different roots from those brought in
the interest of Kuk students, it is evident that our efforts are often inextric-
ably Interwoven and that Chicanos and blacks can frequently combine their
efforts. Such was the case in Diana t Calif. Board of Educatis,n,2 5 and Larry
P Riks.26 two recent California cases dealing with the Educable Mentally
Retarded misclas\ifkatiun. In the first instance the tenor of the prejudice was
shown to be linguistic. in the second, racial. It is my sincere hope that this
splendid ci)operation between our two peoples and between all peoples may
continue to the betterment of mankind.
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Desegregation at Midpoint

Gary Orfield

Americans are impatient for rapid solutions to basic social problems, neat
inventive answers that resolve the difficulties without any great turmoil or
inconvenience. Priding themselves on their pragmatism, liberals are often pre-
pared to admit that last year's program "failed" and to enthusiastically
ei.iorse another simple answer. The school desegregation battle has been
taking too long and it has been too much hard work. People tend to forget
what it is all about. When they see that all educational problems do not
vanish once black and white children sit together, they announce that "in-
tegration has failed." Wondering if it is all worthwhile, they look for an easier
answer.

I begin with the assumption that the United States Supreme Court was
right- that there is no other answer. A caste system of separate schools in a
society with pervasive racial inequality does produce inherently unequal
schools-not because there is something wrung with black children but be-
cause there is a basic defect in the society. Integrated systems create the
possibility of real equality.

No change in basic social arrangements conies easily, If we really believe
that race is the most fundamental issue in American society and that the
public schools are the crucial institution both for transmission of American
culture and for mobility in social and economic status, we must expect that a
long, intense, and sustained effort will be necessary to change the treatment
of the country's minority groups within its most important public institu-
tions.

Although civil rights supportei) are much more accustomed to describing
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continuing problems grave)y....l is essential now that we recognize the vast
accomplishments of the twenty -year effort in the south and that we admit

that we have had workable principles of law for accomplishing any significant

northern desegregation only eery recently. Much of the discouragement with
school integration conies from the constantly recurring assumption that
northern segregation has persisted in spite of a long effort to enforce de-
segregation law there.

The statistics show that, outside the largest cities, we are nearing the end
ot a remarkable process of reorganizing the basic structure of southern educa-
tion. Civil rights entorcement has changed at least the external contours of
must southern school systems. The battle in hundreds of communities and
thousands ot schools is now one of adapting the internal operation of individ-
ual schools to their changed student bodies, moving from desegregation to
integration.

Contrary to announcements about the failure of integration, and in spite
of the best efforts ot President Nixon and the great executive agencies to
impede the process, the proportion of southern blacks attending predomi-
nantly white schools has increased from about one percent, when President
Kennedy sent his civil rights bill to Congress, to forty-five percent by fall,
1972. While ninety-nine percent of southern blacks attended completely
segregated schools in 1963, only seven percent did nine years later.

When you remember that the great majority of southern school systems

were totally segregated in 1963, that the strongest court orders of the time

were calling only for grade-a-year token integration through freedom of

choice, and that the 1964 Civil ;Rights Act was seriously enforced for only
three years before the electicm of President Nixon, the abolition of dual
school systems in much of the south is one of the impressive social accom-

plishments of American history.
Perhaps the most encouraging thing about desegregation in the south is

the tact that it is now widely accepted as a matter of fact. In spite of the

bitter busing controversies, each successive study of public opinion in the

south shows growing acceptance of desegregation and growing willingness of

southern whites to have their children in schools with substantial numbers of

black students. In several areas the south has even achieved reasonably stable

metropolitan -wide desegregation.
Outside the iurai south, segregation of blacks is primarily a problem of

urbanized areas. Although it is now two decades since the Brown decision, It

is only three years since the Supreme Court's first basic treatment of the issue
of southern urban segregation in the Sivann case. It Is less than a year since

the A cyt's else brought the test Supreme Court pronouncement on segrega-
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lion in cities outside of the south with its overt history of official segregation.
The fact that a conservative Supreme Court has begun to establish some
workable principles of urban desegregation law should be c,,unteu as a major
achievemen I.

Of equal importance has been the sudden recognition by the Supreme
Court of the legal rights of the nation's second largest minority -children
from a Spanish language background. Only last year, the Supreme Court-held
that Chicanos have a constitutional right to desegregated schools. Just weeks
ago, the Supreme Court, in the Lan case, sustained IIEW's claim that the
1964 Civil Rights Act requires school systems to devise educational plans
which meet the critical needs of non-English speaking students who are
normally simply ignored by school diktats. Although this decision concerned
Chinese-American students, its most dramatic effect will be on Mexican
Americans and Puerto Ricans.

These very new principles of law have barely begun to make themselves
Mt. The courts, however, have taken two crucial steps in adapting a body of
desegregation law shaped to deal with the simpler social context of the south .
to the much more complicated ethnic patterns of large northern and western
cities.

The Scale of the Problem

When we talk about school desegregation, most of us have some mental
image we use to visualize the problem. In the late 50s the image was one of
the children in Little Rock going into Central High School surrounded by
jeering crowds, and protected by federal tro,ps. Today, when most people
think of desegregating northern and vs.;stern school systems, they tend to
visualize the endless expanses of ghet to conmanuties in New York or Chicago
and to see the jeering crowds in Canarsie or the burned-out buses in Pontiac.
The problem with these images, of course, is that they vastly distort the
immensely complex diversity of the country. One result is that people tend
seriously overestimate the scale of the problem of urban desegregation. In
facti.gieat deal of school desegregation can be accomplished in the north
and west without great cost and within the boundaries of established
pies of law.

School segregation in the with and west is a far more localized problem
than must people realize. Most states outside the south have relatively few
minority students and can easily desegregate. In spite of the national frenzy
over busing, only six northern states and no western state had as many as a
tenth black students in 1970. The vast qujority, 94.3 percent, of the coup
try's black pupils are concentrated in twenty -three states and the District of
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Columbia. Most of these are southern and border states. In twenty-two of the

northern and western states, blacks average only two percent of the total'

enrollment.
Other groups of minority students are even more localized. The 2.8

million Spanish-surnamed, Asian, and Indian students are concentrated in

nine states, with Anost seventy percent in just three states California, Texas,

and New York.'
Ninety-three percent of blacks and eighty-eight percent of Spanish origin

students go to school in one-fourth of the country's school districts. Almost

sixty percent ot white children, on the other hand, go to school in districts

where minority enrollment averages only two percent.
The localization of the pronlem of segregation creates special problems

in areas of extreme minority concentration, but it also has seldom-discussed

political consequences. A substantial majority of members of the Senate and

the !louse, for instance, represent constituencies where there is literally

almost no one to bus. This fact, and the fact that the desegregation process

attects only limited numbers of communities at a time, may greatly diminish

the political pressures on the courts, particularly one desegregation is suc-

cessfully accomplished in a number of northern cities and the passions stirred

in the 1972 campaign settle.
Big central city school systems pose the greatest difficulties for desegre-

gation, but many of. these systems are neither so vast, nor so segregated, nor

so important to minority children as popular stereotypes suggest. The 1970

Census showed only twenty-six communities in the United States with more

than 100,00U black residents. The public schools in these communities en-

rolled 2.4 million black students, about thirty-six percent of the national

black enrollment. Slightly more than half these cities had black elementary

enrollments over fifty percent, and thus were clearly becoming majority black

systems. Only six of these larg&; systems were outside the south. The majority

black systems contained slightly more than a fifth of all black students.

Obviously, desegregation poses the greatest problems in these cities. The

problem, however, is not on the scale of that in New York City. The New

York system is twice as big as the next largest system and about ten times as

big as the tenth largest system in the United States.
Substantial numbers of whites remain in most of the predominantly

Mack systems. There is a possibility of devising desegregation plans for ele-

ments ot school systems even if the courts won't face the metropolitan issue

and a city-wide plan isn't feasible. Some systems are oriamzed into constitu-

ent units which may provide targets for desegregation actions. The recent

successful NAACP litigation against segregation in one of New York City's
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decentralized distrkts might establish a prckedent for sikh adions.
Even in the dues with the largest black ,oinniunities total desegregation

is sometimes possible within the ,.entral Jty bumularies. A substantial majori-
ty of the hundred largest sdiool distrkts in the United States have less than
forty percent combined blad. and Spanish-surname enrollment. It the
rights organizations pan find the ne,e,sary resour,es or federal agendes the
needed commitment, these systems an be desegregated without any more
Supreme Court decisions.

Central city distrkts as a whole a,..,..ount for a deinung fra,tion of the
nation's educational system. In some areas, ;n fa,t, their proportion of
black students is already falling. Between 1970 and 1972, for example, the
absolute number of blad, students fell in several uty systems, including St.
Louts, New Orleans, and Newark. In others. sikh as Philadelphia and Washing-
ton, there was no signifkant growth in black ,entral .sits enrollment even
though the number of black Jitldren in the metropolitan area was rising.

The vast majority of the ,ountry's bla,k and Mexkan-Amenkan students
go to school in distrkts where desegregation in sJiools with majorities of
English-speaking whites is possible. These indude a number of metropolitan
distrkts, and suburban systems which are re,.eiving large numbers of minority
students.

The widtispread stereotype of bladv dues surrounded by a noose of
white suburbs often obs,ures the growing potential for suburban desegrega-
tion, Few realize, fur example, that the largest school system in the United
Sta es is the Washington suburban distrkt of P-irke George's County [Mary-
la dj, a system ontaining more bla,_k duldren than Pittsburgh, Boston, or

klunond. It was desegregated by a ,.curt order in early 1973. Ft. Lauder-
date,.Flurida. is mu, i. more widely known for its pleasant beadi than for its
role as the enter of a metropolitan sdiool distrkt whkh also serves more

Jiildren than any of these three major ones. Court orders bought
eighty percent of these students into predominantly white s,hools in 1971.

The sdiool systems of tinier suburbs will surely be a ,rucial ftkus for the
desegregation struggle in the next few years. In sonic metropolitan areas, the
movement of bla,..k population out aaoss the uty line has already assumed
large proportions. Staustks tn a number of regions show surprising numbers
of black students already in suburban systems.

While (imago, for example, ,ontains the nation's largest ,..untinuous
ghetto, its metropolitan area also has more black duldren in suburban class-
looms than the enure Had; enrollment in Gary, Indiana. The Los Angeles
suburbs ',mum mute black students than the Newark sJiuols. San :7 ran,is,o
Bay Area suburban systems enroll more bladv hildren than the uty of San
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Francisco, and almost as many as Oakland. Although Washington, D.C. is
often , ited as the case proving the utter futility of desegregation efforts, more
than a third of the black children in the metropolitan area were in suburban
systems by 1972, and their numbers were rising rapidly. The Washington
suburbs had almost as many black pupils as Atlanta, the nation's second
largest predominantly black city. The suburbs will certainly be increasingly
important to black students in the future.

Suburban systems are already even more important fur other minority
groups. in more than a third of the metropolitan areas with sabstantral num
bers of minority students, Spanish-surnamed pupils are either equally distri
billed between city and suburbs or actually more likely to be in the suburbs.
Lven m some of the communities with the largest Chicano settlements, there
is relatively little concentration in the centralscity. In Los Angeles there are
almost as many students in the suburbs, in San Diego there are more. The
figures are about equal in El Paso and Albuquerque.

As population movements continue, the problem of suburban desegrega-
tion will be an increasingly serious one both fur minority families searching
for a first step out of the ghetto or barrio and for whites wondering how far
to run. In a sense, the problem may become even more urgent fur inner
suburbs than for central cities. Unlike city residents, residents of older sub-
urb, are seldom held by proximity to work, old tight-knit neighborhood tie.,
or cultural institutkns. They have the financial resources to move wore
readily than inner city whites. Most suburbs are ski small that there is no-
where to flee to within the jurisdiction.

Realtors often exacerbate the suburban problem by targeting integrated
conimunnies for sales to minority buy vrs only. This creates a self-fulfilling
prophecy of ghettoiiation. While busing opponents otten .ay they would
preter to Noise the whole problem through housing integration, the fact is
that suburban housing integration is probably almost impossible to maintain
without some con"liing guarantee that will remain integrated.
Similarly, action on the school issue must he accompanied by group action
against housing discruninatiou. Neither school nor housing desegregation may
be achieved in isolation.

Unless we act, we Lice not only the prospect of decaying central cities,
oscupred largely by minority pu), and elderly whites, but also a new ring of

decaying transitional suburbs. which will mock the dreams of the rising black
Huddle class. Tins is ahead* happening outside Newark, where the metropoli-
tan area now contain. lour smaller s.11(ml systems dominated by niinunty
students, ind some black. are leasing for a second set of suburbs. This under-
line. a seldom discussed tact, the black middle class searching for middle-class
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schools are principal victims of urban segregation. Unfortunately, effective
suburban desegregation will often ',use issues about school district boundary
lines in the suburbs similar to the questions already raised about the legiti-
macy- of the boundaries between the cities and the suburbs. (Lven if the
Supreme Court turns back the Detroit issue it will recur in another form.)

Even if the current Supreme Court denies metropolitan -wide desegrega-
tion efforts, there must be a continuing drive to win some sort of enforce-
ment procedure permitting crossing of school district lines. The inescapable
fact is that all central city and segregated subuiban systems are in etropoli-
tan areas with large majorities of English - speaking whites. In sonic of these
areas, metropolitan desegregation could be accomplished .it a low cost and
without much inconvenience. This was the case in Richmond, Virginia. for
example, where an evenly divided-Supreme Court stalemated un a case which
would have consolidated the three school districts in a relatively compact
metropolitan area. Even if the courts did nut consolidate districts or insist, n
perfect racial and ethnic balance in every school, the maintenance of desegre-
gated educational systems could be greatly enhanced by the development of
some mechanism to exchange substantial numbers of students across district
lines, thus providing some assurance of stable integration.

The feasibility of a metropolitan approach to desegregation is already
being tested in several areas where 1/4. ountry -wide school systems exist.
Eighteen of the hundred largest distriLts in the country already 1/4. untam both

a city and the surrounding urban county. The existence of such distriLts has
made possible metropolitan -wide desegregation plans in such scattered loca-
tions as Las Vegas. Nevada, Nashville, Tennessee, Greenville, South Carolina,
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, North Carolina, and most Florida cities. Early experi-
ence shows that metrOpuhtan plans can frequently be carried out, even in
extremely difficult political circumstances, without massive white flight.

The fir.st sigrufLant stud} of these districts is underway in Florida, where
researchers have followed the attitudes of 6000 parents in eight desegregated
county systems. The scholars at Florida Atlantic University report that most
were willing to accept integration. except where newly bused children were
sent more than ten miles to predominantly black schools. Five of the eight
districts actually gained white enrollment in fall 1172. at the height of a year
of bitter state and national political controversy over busing. Significant
losses of white students were limited to counties where the metropolitan area
actually sprawled out across county Imes.

The Florida study showed that the real problem was not busing. More
than forty percent of students leaving for private schools were not scheduled
to be bused to public schools. While a fourth of them would have walked to
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their desegregated publie sellout, ninety pereent of them had to ride in a bus
or ear to their new private sellout, wIneh was 'midi more likely to be over

ten miles from their home. Yet about a thud of the parents of transfer-
ring ehildren said they were worried about their eluld's safety in the new
sehool, and forty-one pereent expressed worries about the buses, even

though they now beeanie muelipore reliant un vastly more dangerous private
automobile transportation. An overwhelming majority were unimpressed by
the school's academie program.

Contrary to their expectations, the researchers found no "tipping point"
even in a predominantly black county system. They found, in fast, that most

parents were willing to send then children to predominantly black schools so
long as they were not subjected at the same time to a new lengthy bus ride.

It is vitally important to remember, in exaniming statisties about white
flight, that a decline in white enrollment in central ,.ides and even in many
suburbs is now the natural result of the age structure, distribution, and family
plans of white families in metropolitan areas. Central city school systems are
losing white students at appreciable rates even when there are virtually no
minority students or no desegregation plan in operation. If one onipares the
expenenee of desegregated ones with similar segregated or overwhelmingly
white ,,ides, one finds that much of what local educators and politicians
describe as white flight is simply a totally predietable..deelme in enrollment,
quite unrelated to desegregation.

Even though there may be no speedie tipping point, the high level of
stable integration observed in a number of the metropolitan plans, contrasted

to the rapid desegregation 'some of the less successful central city plans,
such as those in kidimund and Nur folk, strongly underrrnes the urgency of a
continued search for means of enforcing metropolitan remedies.

The Demands of Complexity

Even a brief discussion of the diversity and eumple;..ky of urban desegre-
gation suggests the staggering growth in the difficulty of achieving successful
mdidal enforcement in moving from the rural south to the urban north.
There is need for expert eurisideiat1011 of issues of demography, governmental
structure, housing patterns, bilingualism, transportank.n, and educational
administration. The proof of official responsibility for segregation is many
times more difIlikilt than in the South and the problem of shaping an ade-
quate remedy is of a wholly new order of magnitude. These demands have
swamped the capacities of private civil rights organizations. The result is that
relatively tew eases are energetically pursued and the judges often most make
decisions based on inadequate data in the cases that are decided.
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Real movement on the issues in the north and west probably requires
commitment of some of the enfurc..ment resources of the federal govern-
ment. With funds and manpower t du the necessary investigations and to
help school sy stems shape remedhts reasonably likely to work, and -with- the
powerful sanction of federal fund cutoff reinforcing the threat of
the balance might begin to shift in favor of substantial desegregation in the
north If this effort were reinforced by a substantial expansion of the Emer-
gency School Assistance program to permit a visible upgrading of school
systems when they desegregate- and federal assumption of the controversial
costs of busing, the transition could be greatly eased.

In an extraordinary decision, Adams I'. Rithardsun, a unanimous Court
of Appeals, sitting en bans., found IIEW guilty of intentionally subverting the
1q64 CBI! Rights At as it affected southern school systems and state systems
of higher education. The .t.i Lilts denied all the normal and legitimate defenses
of necessary administrative discretion because the record was so unambigu-
ous. The ret ord of HEW in the north is even worse, with the sum total of
onf`y one fund cutoff to the tiny suburb of Ferndale, Michigan- in nine years
of enforcement. Title VI clearly requires !Pk either to gut off federal funds
or to employ sonic other effective method of, ending unconstitutional segrega-
tion in school systems teceiv mg federal aid. This law is being violated on a
monumental scale -a Watergate-era scale. ,'

In the meantime, IIEW is employing its steadily growing enforcement
staff on a wide diversity of secondary issues. There are extensive investiga-
tions of the issue of unequal educational programs, particularly for Spanish-
speaking children, Investigations and negotiations which are normally based
on a separate but equal conception, not a theory of integrated, bilingual,
bicultural education. In fact sonic of the "comprehensive educational plans"
that IILW has been accepting rest on the improbable assumption that you can
provide equal bilingual instruction in segregated monolingual schools.

Twenty years after Brown the south has profoundly changed. The
fashionable thing today is to ignore the impact of school desegregation and
attribute the change to the Voting Rights Act and the rise of black electoral
power. To sonic degree this o' planation is surely true, but we can't forget
that the law covered only sic states and had no impact at all on some of the
states where change has been must dramatic. In fact, the rise in black voting
strength has been more than matched in t'te south by an Increase in white
registrations, and the black turnout rate is low. Even more important is the
fact that the vote would make relative'} little difference as lung,as the public
was premed to respond to the classic tradition of southern politicsracial
polarization.
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I Ins tactic has been detected in a number of states, I am convinced; only

because segregation has been defeated, and people have discovered that their'

teals and stereotypes were wrong. The realization th,rt school desegregation

wa\ inevitable and the discovery that nothing horrible happened were of
elemental social and political 1,,,,,,,Irtance. Polarization was always most ex-

treme when change threat w d tmt leaders could still claim it could be

stopped and was illegitimate.
I he pioneers of the school desegregation Movement took on a seemingly

impossible and endless struggle because tlizy realized its fundamental social

importance., If we are to avoid a staggering level of racial separation in the

metropolitan complexes which now dominme American life, there is no

choice but to pursue a similarly' difficult struggle.



An Appeal for Unity

Arthur J. Goldberg

We meet at a time of profound cynicism and disillusionment about our
government, its leaders and the politii.al process. This cynicism is under-
standable. Watergate has shocked this nation .and rightly so. Watergate
involves allegations and evidence before Congressional committees and before
courts that high officials of our government authorized and participated in
illegal bugging, illegal disruption of the political' process, perjury, political
favoritism influencing governmental decision- making, violation of the election
laws, coverup and obstruction of justice and misprision of felon.

Two former cabinet officers are now standing trial for certain of these
offenses. Several forMer White Douse officials have already pleaded guilty to
various Watergate crimes, Other limner high-ranking government officials are
under indictment.

Those charged, but not convict .1, are entitled to the presumption of
innocence, but it cannot be gainsaid that the ever-mounting disclosures have
eroded public confirleike in the leadership of our country.

Cynicism and discouragement likewise permeate the civil rights move-
ment. It is only honest to admit this.

There are adherents of dud rights who say that the great promise of
Brown' has not been fully realized. In this, they are right, but they are not
right in "copping out", the struggle to overcome centuries of racial discrimi-
nation in so many aspects of American life is bound to be arduous and
frustrating. Thomas Paine aptly warned that. "Those who expect to reap the
blessings of freedom must ... undergo the fatigue of supporting it." There
are Livil 'rights adherents who say that in Brown the Court was initially right
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in holding that separate can never be equal but that since equality is still
denied. let us return to separatism. for at least by so doing we can preserve

our pride and safeguard our identity. I understand this reaction and am a firm

believer in a pluralistic society rat hei than a homogenised one. But the goal of

an integrated and desegregated public education decreed by Brim:, is worthy

of our continuing efforts and must not he abandoned because of fatigue and

discouragement.
There are those who despair that the smuggle for human rights seems to

be ever enduring and never ending, that it is too much to expect continuing

pursuit ,of Martin Luther King's dream when the di eam appears to be far from

reality. To these, I would say...to paraphrase Tennyson, more things are

wrought by dreams than this world conceives of.
There are thoso, formerly part of the great coalition that forged Brown 2

who now fear that Brown, carried to its logical conclusion, in seeking to

eliminate racial discrimination against blacks in education. will do so at the

expense of other racial and ethnic minorities who, too, have suffered grievous

discrimination. To these adherents of civil rights who have expressed these

fears arkd concerns, most recently in briefs filed in the Dclimisl case, I would

say, you are neusguided in your fears and are wrong, simply wrong. To elimi-

nate the vis\t(g,es of slavery, as promised by the Thirteenth Amendment to

seek to corr \ct an injustice exi,,,ing since the very foundation of this

country is a n\oral and constitutional obligation of transcendent importance

ts understandable that victims of past discrimination in educational

opportunity react against the specter of the imposition of quotas. The fact is,

however, that no responsible adherent of civil rights is proposing the restora-

tion of a quota system the infamous numerus clausus.4 The affirmative

action program of seeking to admit a moderate indeed, a modest number of

black students to law schools and °Mei institutions of higher learning is an

essential element in a program,to correct an historic inequity, it is not a

Pro-e;a111 to establish a quota system fur tthmssion of students to institutions

of higher education.
All agree that some form of affirmative, action is required, but some

overlook the teaching of Brt,wn that- the most effective type of affirmative

action program to overcome past injustices is fist black students to share an

educational experience with other students by admission to their ranks,c

Preparatory courses are useful but dtAlal admission to an integrated class-

room provides real educational benefits to white and black students

There is a clear and present dangei that the iissure in the divil rights

coalition evident in the Debums case will widen and extend to the busing and

other difficult cases which aie coming to the courts for adjudication.' This
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would be a matter of very great regret.

Thew is perhaps an even greater danger, division in the great coalition in
the Supreme Court of the United States established in Brown and persisting
in otn's progeny. 13r,itn itself was a unanimous decision' and, during the
Warren era' all school desegregation cases were also unanimous.9

But the Court, as presently constituted, tot the first time since Brown,
has begun to divide on certain issues involving desegregation of edu-
cation.19-

It this greatest of coalitions disintegrates. this would be most tragic. A
civil rights coalition may urge. the Supienie Court decides, And, equally
important, the Supreme (oust i of ten the moral conscience of the nation. It
was nn Brow!. it should 1{:111,A111 so with the authority which unanimity pro-
vides.

Brim; as all lustonans of the Supreme Court agree, is one of its most
significant decisions One of the icasons is that Brown transcended the
momentous issue of intei.rating public education. Brown had a profound
impact as a ,Ini+titunknal signpost pointing toward the elimination of all
kinds of legal harriers based on race and as a landmark from which broad
changes in black-volute kelations can be dated, It reflected a subtle trend of
ck-uistituttonal adjudication. an indication of an attitude by the Supreme
Court to locus on issues before it in a different YVal, than prior courts had
done,'

In deckling Brown, the Court cut through the fiction surrounding the old
"separate but equal" doctrine to the realities which had alw.y, been patently
obvious to all who were willing to see that "separate" could never be
"equ,d," because its very genesis and its only purpose for being was to be
invidiously discriminatory, to keep the black man in an inferior status.' 2 But
self-evident as this has always been, it was nc t until 1954- Just twenty years
ago and almost one hundred years af.er the ,Adoption of the thirteenth, four-
teenth and fifteenth aniendments tl at the Court was willing to accord a full
constitutional recognition and significance to this unmistakable reality.

The vsillingness to look at the real im pat., of governmental action, to
search for truth amid the fictions of legal doctrine, brought a new freshness
to constitutional adjudication, a recognition that the basic law must be
willing to grapple with everyday reality. This is why the Warien Court became
a place of particular promise and hope fur black people, who were thereby
encouraged to believe that racial justice' is actually attainable, that the law
could understand their own reality in a way which would allow it to frame
meaningful relief from the everyday denials of constitutional principle and

The stifling of this ne,. realism by division in the Supreme Court or
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by cutting back on Brown would set back the great goal of equal justice
under law.

I conclude by making this appeal:
To adherents of civil rights who have become discouraged and cynical, I

say that this is nut the time for the summer soldier ur the sunshine patriot.
The road ahead in the march for equality, in law and in fact, is filled with
great obstacles difficult to surmount. But we must persevere if we are to bring

the full blessings of freedom and equality to us and to our posterity.
Therefore, it is Imperate that those who genuinely believe in civil rights

persist in their efforts with \ourage and fortitude. Racial segregation and
discrimination continue, but it \is lesser in degree than when 3rown was
decided. This no one can deny. /

True, the pace for total elimination of racial discrimination has been
with all too deliberate speed.14 But the Supreme Court itself has abandoned
this concept. Today the constitutional mandate,for equality is for the here
and now and not a mere promise for the indefinite future.' 5

Furthermore, the areas of denial of civil rights encoinpass important
areas iq addition to education, such as jobs, housing, voting, criminal and civil
justice and accommodations that are public in fact although private in form.

The elimination of racial barriers again;t equality in these aspects of Ameri-
can life simply is too important to permi= cynicism, discouragement or half-

hearted dedication to rectifying injusticer
I also appeal to the coalition of civil rights adherents, splintered in the

DeFtens case, nut to engage in acrimony, but_ to -seek- to restore the-prior
unity which existed, not by compromise because compromise of constitu- ,

tio\al principles is impermissible but by returning to a common program of
seeking to eliminate racial discrimination by supporting realistic remedies
rather than submitting to ill-founded fears.

Itovoulii be presumptuous for me to appeal to the Supreme Court. I can
only express the hope that the Court will unite as it did during the Warren era
in support of that concept nobly expressed un the great edifice which houses

the Court:- Equal Justice For All.
And, finally, I also express the hope that the people of this country will

abjure prejudice, fear and hate and will apply and practice the teachings of
our common Judaic-Christian tradition, that all men 'are God's children,
created in Ills image.

In Brown, the Court did its duty, under circumstances reminiscent of an

earlier decision of the Supreme Court, Worcester i. Georgia," decided in
1832. In that case, the Supreme Court upheld the claim of the Cherokee

Indians to treaty land against annexation by the State of Georgia. This ruling
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aroused great anger on the part of President Jackson and Georgia. There were
rumors and even threat's' that both the President and Georgia would decline to
follow the Court's decision. Referring to these reports, Justice Story, in a
letter to a friend, said"this:

Georgia is full of anger and violence. What she will do, it is

difficult to say. Probably she will resist the execution of our
judgment, and if she does, I do not believe the President will
interfere. . . The rumor is, that he has told the Georgians he
will do nothing. 1, for one, feel quite easy on this subject, he
the event what it may. The Court has done its duty. Let the
Nation now do theirs.''

In May of 11154, the Court in Brown did its duty. Now, in 1974 and in
the years w come, let both the present Court and the Nation do theirs by
fulfilling the still-unrealized American creed that all men are created free and
equal.

I - 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
2-

Twenty years ago, many groups united with the N.A.A.C.P, in urging the Court to
take this "great civilizing step' overturning the "separate but equal" principle ot
Plessy I. Ferguson. This coalition included the federal government, represented by
the Justice Department. Jewish organizations, such as the American Jewish Con-
gress, labor groups such as tie Amer kt:an I edetation of Teachers and the Congress ot
Industrial Organizations, de 'enders of civil rights such as the American C wit Liber-
ties Union and the American Council on Human Rights, and other interested groups
such as the American Veterans Committee. See Bolling i. Sharp. 347 U.S. 497.498
(1954 I, Brown v. Board of Educanon, 347 U.S. 4&3,485-86 11954).

1- 1 he fallout from the coalition that lielped bring Brown about is esrdenced by the
briefs 111 the pending Supreme Court case ot DeFitzus i. Odegaard. No. 73-235, The
American Jewish Congress, the American Jewish Committee, the Anti-Delaniation
League, the Al L-C10 and other groups generally supportive vt cool rights tiled
antic) beets in support of Delunis.
On the other hand, 'Jewish organizations, such as the National Council of Jewish
Women and the Union of Hebrew Congregations, union groups such as the United
I arm Workers, United Auto Workers, United Mine Workers, and State, County and
Municipal tmployees, The Lawyer: ( ommittee for Cisd Rights Under Law, the
National Education Association, the Children's Defense I and, the AC LU, the
N AC P., the Legal Defense Fund and other important organizations have tried
briefs in support of the dispu ed program of the Law School ot Washington. I he
I gull Fruplo, mem Opportunity Commission filed a motion supported by a briet
amrcus curiae in support of the program, but Solicitof General Bork disavowed this
brief for the government and upon his application the Supreme Court rejected it.4- It is in these terms that the issue has been phrased in some of the buck tiled in
Derunis. See Ilsiet of the Anti-Detaniation League at 2 iquesnon is Whether a state
may establish a racial quota).

s-
See Brown r. Board of Educanon 347 U.S. 483,485 t 1954). The importance of the
admission of the minority student to an integrated legal classroom was recognized
even before Brown. In 19511, the Court in Sweatt I. Painter held that the education
that a black student could receive at a law school established for blacks could never
be equal to the legal education at the University of Tevas Law School. 339 U.S. 629
(195t1). to the Court, the fact that the ostensibly objective tacilities were equivalent
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was not controlling. As Chief Justice Vinson stated:
What is more important, the Unive city of Texas Law Schooltpos-
sesses to a far greater degree those qualities which are incapable of
objective measuiement but which make for greatness in a law school.
Such qualities include reputation of the faculty, experience of the
administration, position and influence of the alumni. standing in the
community, traditions, and 'prestige.

Id. at 634.
6

6- See Milliken t. Bradley, cert. granted No 19, 1973, 42 U.S.L.W. 3306 (U.S. Nos.
20, 1973) Nos. 73434, 73-435, 73436 (geographic boundaries), Gonzales v.

FairfaxBrewster Schools, Ins., 363 I-. Supp. 1200 (E.D, Va. (973), appeal
docketed, No. 73.2351 t4th (ir. Nos. 13, 1973) (desegregation of private school

under U.S.C. section 1981).
7- 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

use this term to designate the chronological period during which Larl Warren was
Chief Justice ot the United States and the term "the Burger Court" to designate the
preen Court.

9- See, e.g., Green v. County , Board. 391 U.S. 430 (1968), Griffin v. Board of
Education, 377 U.S. 218 (1964). Goss i. Board of Education, 371 C.S. 683 11963).

. Cooper e. Aaron, 358 U.S. I (1958. The Burger Court has been able to remain
unanimous on certain issues, See Swann i Board of Education, 402 U.S. I. (1971);
Alexander v. Board04Wchication, 396 U.S. 19 (1969).

o- In Wright r, Council of'Xity of Emporia, the Court split 5-4 on whether a munici-
pato can break ott trout an existing school district which has not yet completed
the process ot dismantling a system of entorced racial segregation. 407 U.S. 451
(1972). the Court in( arter t. West Ielicaana Parish School Board, while concurring
in result, disagreed a. to the proper timetable for the implementation ot a court-
ordered pupil transfer plan. 396 U.S, 290 11970). And in two important desegrega-

tion cases last term, the Court also divided. In Keyes i, School District .Vo. I.
Justice Rehnquist dissented, while Justices Douglas and Powell wrote concurring
opinions. 413 U.S. 189 t1973), In Bradley v. School Board. thirCourt, with Justice
Powell not participating, Ahmed by an equally divided ,ote, a lower court holding
disallowing a desegregation plan which crossed county lines. 412 U.S. 92 (1973).

- A. GOLDBERG,G 1- QUAL JUSTICE 22 (1971),
12- Id. at 21.
11- Id. at 23.
14- Brown r. Board of Education. 349 U S. 294, 101 (1955).
s- Watson y, Ory of Memphis, 373 U.S. 526. 533 (1963).

16-'31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515 (1832),
17-- 1 t . WARREN, MIL SUPRINI ( 01, R IN 1. NI 11- D STA TES IIIS Min .11926).



The Message of Brown

for White America

Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.

Much has been said at this Conference about the progress of black Amer-
icans since the Br ?iv,: decision 20 years ago. I would like to concentrate for awhile, however, on white Americans, another segment of the population
which has benefited tremendously from the changes wrought by the decision.
Brown v. Board of Education began the long, hard, and unfinished process by
which American laws and practices are being brought into line with the
mandate for racial .:quality that is the Fourteenth Amendment. Yet Brown's
promise of full equality remains as a great challenge to white America.

I gm mindful of another time of great disturbance and great unrest and
chalk ige when solutions to our racial problems seemed almost out of reach.
The great liberator, Abraham Lincoln, went to Gettysburg, that bloody
battlefield of hatred and war, and in simple words told Americans to be what
God had called them to be, to create the nation that had been born of such
promise, to be worthy of these blessings and to do what only they could do.
fie said it briefly. And it seems to me in reflecting.on all the personal efforts
that have gone into the Civil Rights movement over so many years, over so
many dusty toads, over so many obstacles that seemed insurmountable, that
we can't stop here. We must make a living document of our lives so that all of
us, in 'nu own ways, and' in our own lives, and our own circles, can make
equal justice and equality of opportunity a reality in our time

White Americans in a Pluralistic Society

Over the twenty years since Brown, white Americans have begun to face
the critical challenge of realizing that they exist in a pluralistic societya
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society in which no group can be secure unless all groups are afforded equal

opportunity and respect. And in many ways, particularly in the I960s, white

Americans have met that challenge. Largely gone are the "white only" laws

and institutions which dictated an apartheid society and which belittled the

dignity of the oppressor as much as that of the oppressed. White Americans

can point with pride to the fact that our government is the only one to meet

the challenge of large-scale racial diversity head-on and affirm the principle

that all men are created equal. On an individual level, many white Americans

have been forced to come to grips with their own deep-seated racism and, in

many cases, that racism has been replaced by enlightenment and understand-

ing. And as a result of the greater acceptance and appreciation for the contri-

bution of minority groups, white Americans have been immeasurably

enriched.
But just as there is still a long way to go before racial justice is achieved

for blacks and other minorities, fed whites too there is a tremendous chal-

lenge and a tremendous opportunity to fulfill the destiny of this country. As

W.E.B. DuBois said at the boginning of this century, "The problem of the

20th century is the problem of the color line." Thaf remains our number one

problem today. Now, even more than when DuBois wrote those words the

future of our nation may depend on achieving full racial justice at last.

The importance of our educational process for the future of racial justice

in America cannot be overestimated. f believe that education is the key to

!entire racial harmony. In the Brown case, the Supreme Cou.t told us that to

separate black children solely because of their race "may affect their hearts

and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone." i believe that white children

and white adults, who grow up and go through life separated from persons of

other races, also have their hearts and minds affected in ways unlikely ever to

be undone. We do damage to their hearts and minds Min we educate child-

ren merely to be successful in an apartheid society, or in artifically segregated

areas of a society. We do damage when we raise our children in an educational

incubator where they develop false notions of racial and cultural superiority.

We do damage when we shield white children from the fact that one out of

every six Americans is a member of a racial minority. We do dathage when we

fail to Inform white children that eighty percent of the world's population is

non-white.
It is foolish to think we can ignore the racial, ethnic and cultural diver-

sity in American society and in the world, and it is absurd to bring children

up in an educational system which ignores it.
There is mounting evidence that white students suffer educational and

psychic damage from segregated schooling. Dr. Kenneth Clark, the eminent
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psychologist whose studies were relied upon by the Supreme Court in the
Brown decision has written "There is strong evidence to suggest that racial
segregation is detrimental to privileged middle class and to working class
white children. Segregated schools and cruelty in American ghettos are
deadening and destroying the ethical and personal and human effectiveness of
American white children," It is readily apparent to any observer of the Amer-
ican scene during the past rive years that white students appear to be suffer-
ing from frustration at their inability to reconcile the sharp divisions between
white and black, between Anglo and Latino, between rich and poor, and
between American ideals and American reality. As Kenneth Kemston, a Yale
psychologist and member of the Advisory Council of the Center for Civil
Rights has written' "It does not take a psychologist to emphasize that the
causes of student protest he not only in the psy dies of the students, but even
more, in the world we inhabit. The shameful legacy of racism, America's
dubious imperial role in the world, the inertia and t.ompronuse of our univer-
sities these are simple facts against which the ethical impulse of the young is
directed." We cannot afford to allow American education to continue to fail
white as well as black children. We inust ensure that the ethical impulse of the
young is nurtured in an environment that indudes the full range of racial,
ethnic, and social diversity that makes up our nation.

If we fail to establish that integrated, pluralistic environment for our
children and ourselves it will not be blacks alone who lose, it will be the
majority white part of this nation who will be deprived of that richness that
is the black culture around us and the bl,p:k warmth and the black friendship.
flow many whites have missed this heritage which is peculiarly ours as a
nation, and how many are poorer for it' The great pluralism of America is
simply wasted when we break up into little water tight ghettoes_whether it
be the ghetto of South Chicago or the ghetto of Puerto Rican New York, or
even the white ghetto of Notre Dame for so many years. Our all-white sub-
urbs are just as much "ghettoes." These ghettoes .ire the islands where whites
harbor distorted views of their fellow Americans. And, increasingly, because
of the nation's 'allure to solve its racial problems, these are the islands where
many white Americans live in fear and apprehension. It is obvious that white
Americans suffer when this society is divided into separate, unequal, and alien
groups White Americans suffer when this society is torn by violence. And all
Americans suffer when we co-exist in an uneasy peace purchased at the cost
of repressive action.

We must all break up these ghettos, we must all sornehowreach out and
embrace the total pluralism that is America. We must do so not by homogen-
wing it, but by letting each part of America mutually enrich the others so

8.3
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that we are all enriched in the process and justice is achieved. Then each

person can stand tall in dignity and say "I am a human being. I am made in

the image and likeness of God, and I can live accordingly."

The Brown decision freed this country from the unjust and immoral

"separate but equal" doctrine approved by the Supreme Court in the 1896

ease of Plessy v. Ferguson. This decision contained a prophetic dissent by the

first Justice Harlan: "The destinies of the two races, in this country, are

mdissoluably linked together." I believe that the destiny of this nation lies in

achieving effective racial integration.

The Need for Racial Harmony

Now, more than ever, white Americans must adjust to the inevitable

changes in American society which will be necessary to foster and maintain

racial harmony. While we have come a long way, the way ahead also is

difficult. The simple problems are behind us and the most complex ones loom

ahead. The solution to the problems of racial injustice which we face today

must be the nation's first priority. These problems cannot be swept under the

rug, and we must not be distracted by other pursuits.

The present is very much a time for the "winter soldiers" of the civil

rights movement to carry forward the struggle. While the fevered intensity of

the sixties has cooled and there is precious little recognition in the movement

anymore, those whose commitment to racial justice is more than just a

passing fancy, must now_make their presence felt. Until we have achieved

racial and economic justice in this country, neither black nor white, red nor

brown can be at peace in the community or in his soul.

In speaking of the responsibilities of white America in general, it would

be myopic of me to overlook the responsibilities of whites at this university.

For most of our existence we have been an exclusively male and almost

exclusively white institution. But times are changing and this institution must

change as rapidly, if not more so. than the rest of society.

The establishment of the Center for Civil Rights at Notre Dame reaffirms

this university's commitment to the struggle for whatishould be in this coun-

try and in the world. But we must not permit a gawbetween our larger goals

and the realities here at home. This university must be a model for a success-

fully integrated society. 1t is not enough that we seek to become this model

with "all deliberate speed." We must do so now. This is my commitment and

it must he the commitment of the university.

Let us rededicate ourselves to make the dream of equality come true.

While we realize that in the twenty years that have passed since the Brown

decision many great things have happened, there is so much more yet to do
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and so far yet to go. We must keep muting forward. In those wonderful
words of Robert Frost, although the woods, in this base, may be unlovely and
dark and deep, we all know that we fuse promo., to keep and miles to go
before we sleep. God bless you all and bring you limo: safety.

/
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